UNITAS 1995

On Our Way

Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School
Mount Prospect Street
Bridgewater, MA 02324
1. Like the balloon made in physics class, we prepare to move on our way.
2. Ties with Bridgewater Raynham are broken and we venture on our way into the real world and a new life.
3. Although sometimes lonely, the sky is the limit for any journey we undertake.
4. Someday we will come back to reminisce, but for now the future is dead ahead.
5. Jeff Gomes cheers on the baseball team from a front row seat in the dugout.
6. Just a few minutes from curtain time, Wade Harootian and Tracey Jenkins fight the opening night nerves.
7. Friends Kristine Fortini and Laura McCrillis, show their support for each other.
8. Amidst the cafeteria racket Mr. Sarantopoulos counsels freshman Joanna Paiva.
Coming from Junior High and Middle School, anxious freshmen start on their way to a new and exciting experience at Bridgewater-Raynham. New friendships form between students from the two towns as they work toward the common goal of class unity. Overconfident sophomores, ready to take on the world, move forward with new found freedom. Juniors, overwhelmed with the pressures of school work, prepare for SAT's and colleges. Decisions made during this crucial year will carry them beyond high school. By the time senior year rolls around, our stay here is almost over. We savor our remaining moments at B-R, while keeping one eye on the future. Once again we are on our way.

1. As a team, the art class works toward a finished product.
2. After a tough victory, the girls' soccer team has a chance to relax.
3. Aaron Baroni and Scott Cox attempt to restore life to an old lawnmower.
4. The stage crew for The Pajama Game breathe a sigh of relief at the end of the play.
5. Alex Proctor and Peter Riordan strut their stuff for the ladies on Prom Night.
6. Brian Jaspon sounds the trumpet during the halftime show.
7. Together, this science class works to write up a lab report.
1. Angela Courcy, Sarah Gillis, and Niki Dubee wait patiently for the birthday cake.
2. Jen Kane and Chrissy Deandrade take time out from play.
3. After their big victory, the soccer team pauses for a picture.
4. Jan Matthews, Allyson Perron, Colleen Donovan, and Jen Hruniak enjoy their lunch period.
5. Erin O'Connor and Sharon Pineo wait for Santa.
6. Heidi Mackenzie, Jen Hebert, and Heather Mackenzie are dressed up for the fifties dance.
7. The Pre-School Class of 1982 are on their way to kindergarten.
8. Noelle Varnum and Kerri Resmini are relieved that their recital is over.
When we look back on our younger years we remember the good times we spent together, the parties we attended, the dances we enjoyed. We recall all the times with our friends, good and bad, arguments we had, yet always made up! Our lives were simple with no responsibilities. The summers were filled with endless hours of fun, not work, and they seemed to last forever. Now, summers seem shorter; work is harder; and the school year never goes fast enough! We will always remember our care-free days, but now we are on our way!

1. Melissa Eldridge and Jessica Goveia enjoy the music.
2. Taking time out from the big game are John Dziato and Andrew Gentile.
3. Bridget Burstein and Shawn Twomey play "dress-up."
4. Before boarding the bus, Amber Blye and Dwayne Correia stop for a little chat.
5. Remember the fun we had in Girl Scout Troop 478?
6. After their big win, Giants football players, Scott Krahanzel, Jamie Jones, and Aaron Baroni leave the field.
7. What better way to celebrate Jen Magnifico's 9th birthday than with pizza, cake, and friends Sarah Gillis, Michelle Huddy, and Meredith Costa?
1. Good pals Mark Ferris and Sarah Gillis share a laugh in lounge.
2. Becky Snow and Chris Tatro shop for souvenirs of their trip to Scotland.
4. Matt Kowalewski, Joe Monestere, Joel Randall, and Brian Jaspon relax on a motor boat during the band's trip to Florida.
5. Ian Dobbs and Marci Miranda enjoy an ice cream outside Faneuil Hall.
7. Best friends Julie Moore, Jamie Nunes, and Holly Stack are "b-b-bad to the bone."
The past four years at B-R have given us memories that will last a lifetime. Friendship is a special bond. Although some of us may lose touch with each other, the experiences we've shared will always remain in our hearts. Whether participating in school activities or just spending time together, friends have been with us in the good times and the bad. We will recall these people who are dear to us, as we go on our way to new places.

1. Katie Sanderson's and Kim Lamson's attempt to make cookies went astray.
2. Will this one car fit all of these B-R personalities?
3. Before the prom, Adam Rucker, Mike Barrett, and Mike Crowley show off their tuxes with a smile.
4. Katie Sanderson and Jeff DiMarzio give new meaning to the word "melonhead."
5. Good friends Kevin Smith, Steve Medeiros, and Mike Barrett pose for admirers.
7. Danielle Myers, Joyce Campbell, and Jamie Sullivan spend a night out on the town.
1. Pia Roy takes careful notes during her free time.
2. Skillful hands guide the needle as Joy Alexander completes her pillow project in Life Skills.
3. Patty Sylvia concentrates on the feudal system.
4. Arthur Ferreira looks over the woodworking project with a watchful eye.
5. Joanna Rogers finds a quiet corner for a last minute review.
6. Jen Mann adds the finishing touches to her sculpture.
7. Learning about the environmental cycle requires seriousness of purpose.
8. Aaron Cummings and Jim Ciulla look up briefly while taking a study break.
Education prepares us for life. Some of us will go to college; others to work. All of us will take with us skills we have acquired in high school. In a world full of technology, math provides us with the expertise to compete. Science teaches us about the world around us. Foreign languages help us set aside our prejudices and enrich ourselves culturally. In English we learn to communicate effectively, an essential tool in the modern world. We develop our aesthetic sense in art and music. The vocational education we master in shop, business, and home economics, provides us with important life skills. As we continue on our way, we realize education never really ends.

1. Toby Grey sketches a pen and ink self-portrait.
2. John Ferrari hurriedly calculates an equation.
3. Christian Hunt focuses his efforts into his schoolwork.
4. "Je m'appelle Madeleine."
5. The IMC is a place to catch up on studies and read the latest magazines.
6. Mr. Phaneuf and Ms. Nowak plan their week's agenda.
7. Elise Ohrenberger reviews her vocabulary flash cards.
1. "Don't take my picture or I'll make a face," says Jon Haglof.
2. Heather Mackenzie and Tony Roma say "cheese."
4. Three B-R couples are ready to leave for the prom.
5. Michelle Faria and Danielle Banks smile in anticipation of the semi formal.
6. Even hanging around is a special moment for Alyssa Pacy and Meredith Costa.
7. These four suave guys show how much fun they're having at their prom.
8. Jen Lentini, Kim Roberts, Stacey Pillsbury, and Tora Abrahamson are ready to move forward to the future.
Special Moments are the memories that we never want to forget. At proms and semi-formals we look and act most sophisticated as we dance and gossip. We feel appreciated and proud when we receive recognition for our achievements. We will treasure the time we spent working on plays, going to concerts, parties and malls together. As we go on our way, we will look back and remember all the wonderful and precious moments we experienced during our years at Bridgewater-Raynham.

1. Amanda Southworth beams proudly as she receives her award from Mr. Faria
2. Andy Gentile and John Dzialo share Kerin McLuskey’s attention.
3. Dressed up for the prom are Allyson Perron, Amy Surbuts, and Kristen Pickett
4. Jen Avitabile, Mary Boilotin, Amy Pierson, Sarah Machado, and Kelly Angeley all gather together in celebration of Angela Courcy’s birthday.
5. Capturing the attention of the camera ten of B-R’s finest athletes show off.
6. Kevin Cyr receives his English award from Mr. Casabian
7. Ready for the semi formal, friends gather together.
1. With the dirt flying high, Eric Rogers hits his approach shot.
2. Alison Leahy looks for a hole in the defense.
3. Taking a long lead off first, Derek Lennon eyes second base for a steal.
4. The Girls’ Soccer team listens intently to Coach Heslin’s advice.
5. Coming on strong, Steve Kimball works to pass Weymouth.
6. With maximum effort, Karin Lee hurls the shot put.
7. Kim Lamson struggles for the ball, as Meredith Costa rushes to help.
8. With his eye on the ball, Ryan Prophett concentrates on making his return.
Sportsmanship teaches us to win generously and lose graciously. Whether we celebrate a victory or suffer a defeat, we have learned the importance of teamwork and cooperation. In working together, we have formed friendships and experienced the joys of competition. The sacrifice of long hours of practice provides us with the discipline and will to succeed. The determination and spirit that we have displayed throughout the years will help us to reach the goals we set for ourselves, as we move on our way.

1. Jessica Wise winds up for the pitch.
2. Jason Rabouin fights for the ball.
3. Halfback Jon Haglof defends his territory.
4. Toby Gray leaps the hurdles with ease.
5. Jen Ellis prepares her backhand.
6. After fielding a groundball, second baseman Ryan Roy throws hard for the out at first.
7. Catcher Courtney Rego returns the ball to the pitcher.
Students at B-R enjoy a legion of extra-curricular activities offered at the high school. We were involved in the Student Government, flew kites, participated in the school musical and acted for the Drama Club. In Marching Band, Chorus, Dance Squad, and Flag Squad, we learned teamwork and developed lasting friendships. We have snapped pictures for the Photography Club, dodged trees on the ski slopes, pumped iron in the weight room, and exercised our minds in Science and Math Club competitions. Now, we students at B-R are on our way to new activities and new adventures.

1. Mr. Peterson, excited about the winter concert, directs the Chorus enthusiastically.
2. After finishing color guard rehearsal, Jess Hamel, Rhonda Worthington, and Andrea Marochino take time out to pose for a picture.
3. Fire Chief Walsh and Allyson Perron smile before beginning Student Government Day.
4. Members of the Drama Club take a breather during rehearsal.
5. Wendy McLeod plays the clarinet during the half-time show.
6. Members of *The Pajama Game* perfect their make-up before going on stage.
7. Kelley Hartwell adds the finishing touches to the scenery of *The Pajama Game*.
8. Mr. Phaneuf’s art class prepares to go fly their handmade kites.
We, the Class of 1995, dedicate this book and all the wonderful memories it holds to...

Mr. Cushing

The Class of 1995 would like to thank Ms. Ferioli for her work as Class Advisor.

The Class of 1995 is grateful to Mr. Capen for all his hard work.

Through our four years of high school, we have been touched by many teachers. They have helped us set goals for our future and they have encouraged us to follow our dreams. One teacher has stood out among the rest. He is not only a teacher, but also a friend.

He has taught at B-R for the past 25 years. As a teacher he has been an inspiration to all his students. As a friend he has given us wise advice. As we move on our way, the Class of 1995 would like to dedicate this issue of *Unitas* to a man we will never forget, Mr. Cushing.
The faculty of B-R is dedicated to teaching. They’re always willing to lend a helping hand, pushing us towards excellence. The teachers and staff support students and their activities. When we have problems there is always one special faculty member who will listen to us. Some teachers are fun; we love their jokes and sense of humor. Other teachers impress us with their knowledge and help us prepare for the future. As seniors, we are grateful to those faculty members who take time to write our letters of recommendation and proof-read our college essays. We thank them for their time and effort.
1. Mr. Phaneuf is always happy to help one of his art students.
2. Mrs. Sprosty checks Julie Comis and Fonya Gately's hall pass.
3. Mrs. Benigni and Jeff DiMarzio go over college essays.
4. Mr. Bowens and Adrienne Evans look at a card together.
5. The winners of the most School Spirit shown by faculty at the pep rally, Mr. Holmes and Mrs. Ames, are proud to wear B-R's red and white.
6. Golf Coach George Pimental keeps score while concentrating on his player's strokes.
7. Mr. Peabody checks out the other riders' strategies while petting his donkey.
8. Mr. Botelho busily tries to rearrange one of his students schedules.
The administration keeps Bridgewater-Raynham running smoothly. They had a difficult task this year because of the regionalization of grades K-12. The administration had extra responsibilities with many more students to worry about. Mr. O’Donaghue, Dr. Hilton, Mr. Harrington, Mr. Peabody, and Mr. Heaslip all work together with the School Committee to provide the best educational environment for the students. The 1995 School Committee is made up of Mr. Tom Nihan, Mr. Joseph Rebello, Mr. James DuPont, Mr. Arthur Wyman, Ms. Susan O’Brien, Ms. Patricia Roland, Ms. Mary Ellen Arabasz, and Mr. Mark Sanderson.
As we, the students of Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School, began our extensive journey through the corridors of education, we were met along the way by positive influences. These influences, more commonly known as teachers, guidance counselors, librarians or coaches, have provided the encouragement and assistance needed to accomplish our journeys. They have acted as more than just faculty, however. They have been our friends and our mentors. All of them, dedicated to their jobs and devoted to the students, deserve our gratitude. Words cannot justify the thanks that we wish to bestow upon our faculty as we continue... on our way.
1. Mr. Cooley relaxes after a long day's work.
2. Mr. Holmes does the dirty work.
3. Mr. Buron treats his family to a pancake breakfast at B-R.
4. Mrs. Ferioli lends a helping hand to Matt Malone.
5. Mr. Kearney shares a joke with his history class.
1. Mrs. Sargent and Mr. Cleary keep an eye on the students in junior lounge.
2. Mrs. Steeves puts her heart into her English lesson.
3. Mr. Morrison goes over drafting procedures with Justin Merenda.
4. Mrs. Oliver and her class pose for the camera.
5. Mrs. Kinney explains a problem to a student.
2. "Accurate measurements are essential in physics," Mrs. Calef demonstrates to her class.
3. Mrs. Winsor reviews class notes with Dawn Estano.
4. Mr. Fisher asks Erin O'Connor and Allyson Perron for a pass.
5. Mr. deCastro explains to Eric Resendes that his advice to John Hennessey goes in one ear and out the other.
1. Mr. Cleary is bombarded by juniors who want to be dismissed to lounge.
2. Ms. Ferioli hands out papers to her class.
3. Mrs. Karon lends Dale Grennon a helping hand.
5. Mrs. Ames and Mrs. White chat with a student before class.
If there is one word to describe this year's senior class, it is accomplished. Four years of hard work and dedication to BR have turned into a successful and enjoyable experience. Seniors have led the way in all facets of life at BR. From sports to student council, proms to peer leadership, the population of the school has looked to the seniors for guidance. Now the time has come for us to move on. We bring our leadership experiences with us to various institutions. We are on our way, but the impression we have left on the Regional will last forever.
1. Toby Grey sketches the stairwell from the lobby for an "indoor perspective drawing".
2. Good friends do some last minute studying for a POD exam during lunch.
3. Mark Ferris demonstrates his enthusiasm for Hamlet to Doug Matthews.
4. The sign at the Pep Rally says it all!
5. Joe Cruza, Jake Edelstein, and Kevin Balzarini pose for a snapshot at this year's Pep Rally.
6. Pete Reed carefully assembles his wooden masterpiece.
7. John Dzialo and Jeff Gomes clown around during a Student Council meeting.
Tora Abrahamson
488 Pleasant Street (R)
SIX FLAGS; S-Miller w/ L.M.; Myrtle Beach w/ R.S.; Thanks to all my teachers; I Love Mom, Dad; Good Luck, Jared!

Allan Adraneda
"Spider"
129 Francine Road (R)
Wr 1-3; Str 1-3; GTw/GF: A.P.; "Dr. Proctor" + D.M. YG; A.M. K-12; "Interrogation", K.M.; T.G. "Mailbox"; J.J. still dancing?; J.H., IWNFY; R.S. weird?; T.M. "overheard", M.G.: mis amigos at RDP; Many thanks to my family.

Jennifer Elizabeth Aguiar
123 Center Street (R)
SADD 1, 2, 3... Per 4 lounge.. Jr, Prom; Rocky Point! Good morning, midget; Thanks to all my friends, IWNF you; Thanks, Mom, Dad + Ma; Good Luck, Tom + Matt; I Love You, Mike; Good-Bye B-R!

Syed Ashir Ali
"Ashi"
1 Birch Street (B)

Rob Alemeida
"Bob"
15 Maple Avenue (B)
HR 106; GTw/D.B. friends forever; BSC GTw/J.C., M.M.; Great Times at Billiards Pool Hall w/D.A., F.H., D.S., S.B.; sisters, Thanks, C.A., W.A.; Mom, Dad - I did it, thank you for everything, I Love You; C-ya BR!

Brian Alves
9 Virginia Drive (B)
HAD FUN JUNIOR YEAR; Don't remember freshman or sophomore year; Bye, Cory, Carrie, Kevin, Jeff from art, Becky, and to the teachers who taught me the real stuff I need to know to survive in the real world; Space is up, BYE!

Heather Alves
740 King Street (R)
S.B. are ya naked? S.B., L.V., T.F., S.C., L.B., + M.V. IWNFYG; Pet Peeves: 10-31-88, I miss you daddy + 8-15-94; Bye, A.Z., it's been fun; Please, B.J., don't grow up too fast; thanks, Mom, J.D., Sue, + Buddy, I couldn't have made it w/o you; yummy, 143 always!
Douglas Anacki  
"Dougy"  
42 Pearl Street (B)  
My GF are P.C., J.E., K.S.; at the Jr Prom I had fun with Tricia Cady; I work at the McD's with Mike and people at work; I had GT with Tricia at prom. I will miss you all at BR; Thanks, Dad, Robin and my Mother; Class of '95.

Ricky Annese  
50 Boxwood Lane (B)

Nicole Asacker  
308 Bridge Street (R)  
C.D. Combo Lesson, tired, airborne; B.W., you are all I've ever wanted; thanks for calling; Buffy, Apple Juice; Bagels, Big A; Birdie! Are we there yet? W.C., Any change? I love you, Mom, Dad, Allison; Good Luck!

Jennifer Avitabile  
"Jen"  
25 Palmieri Circle (B)  
Fast car; Weges pub; Aerosmith second row; Firemen; hayride w/ Steven; grimeepeer; Mr. B+ my ice cream; BMA 93+94; Amherst; SpookWorld; GTWBF M.B., A.C., S.M., IWFNY; good luck, Nick + Matt; Thanks, Mom + Dad.

Joseph Bachand  
"Joe"  
88 Bridge Street (R)  
CC 1 - 2, Capt. 3 + 4; Basketball 1 - 4, Capt. 4; 16th B - day Party; LPalooza 93 - 94; Where's Lewis? Skoal, Pink Floyd; M.P. vs 5.0; Briano's; 83 Lebaron; It's been real; Thanks, Mom, Dad; GL, Jeff.

Kevin Balzarini  
"Balza"  
180 Cross Street (B)  
GT+GF: C.M., J.W., T.H., J.B., M.T., W.N., B.M.; FB1-3; SKI CLUB 2,3,4; Blueberry Fields, C.P.; Newport + N.H. w/ Will, Chris, + Jay W.; Monday night football at Cenzos; Pats #1 10-6 94-95 season; Thanks, Mom + Dad + Keith; See ya later, BR!
Michael Barrett
"Barote"
1 Janine Circle (B)
FB 2-4; NHS 3-4; GTw/GF: S.M., M.H., M.C., T.K., J.G., B.L., J.F., A.R., J.R., J.D., M.M., T.C., D.C., R.S., J.K., K.N., E.N.; 4th of July @ T.K.; Bud's house; Point Sebago w/ #82; in Stoughton; Eagles concert w/ 82, 76, 12; thanks to my family and friends.

Danielle Banks
78 Eleanor Road (R)
YB; GTWGGF MAINE 93, KISS 108 concert; Freak me; J.W. + J.C. - Where's the chipmunk? D.M. + J.C. dot game; J.W. - do you want a napkin? Chris 9/21/94; Thanks, Jess! R.H. - NY Eve hands behind the back! My 2nd sis; Thanks, Mom and Dad, Jen, + Jay, Love you guys!

Russell Berry
126 Dean Street (R)
Thanks, MA+ Dad; Love Ya; GT+GF E.O., A.G., D.W., G.B., D.G.; THANK GOD IT'S OVER!

Tikeya Bond
“TeeKee”
24 Meadow Drive (R)
HEY, MA! What's up C.R.? Thanks for walking me to the bus stop all four years! Love ya! Hi John! S.W., C.K., J.L., T.J., L.B., L.J., Ally, E.B., what's up girlies?? Ki-Ki you're my hero! IWF ANY OF YOU! It's been real!

Amber Blye
999 Broadway (R)
GF: H.I., A.D., J.P., K.B., L.M., E.N.; GT: BS @ DD: 007; 911; SCAM; 1 wk J.P. Bsm; S.M., 93-94; BEAV@ H.I.; Growin' up w/ K.D.; Norm Farm w/ A.D.; YMCA TP cars; Manomet, yeah, J.P.; NY eve; miss you C.S.; Tiff, you are my world+best friend; Thanks, Mom + Dad, what a long, strange trip it has been.

Kevin Bowdridge
90 Appletree Circle (B)
CC 1-4; ST 1-2; WTr 1-2; My house; R.T., C.P.; A.S.; N.H.; S.D.; D.O.; GRAFFIX; OFTD; BRF; K.C., GL; S.P.; B.C.; R.S.; J.P.; TOSWR; DB; TPC; LNAB; BT; TABC; Beastie Boys; Playin' in the weeds; Thanks, Mom + Dad; To All my friends, see ya; B-R YPYWII

Mary Teresa Bolotin
“Mary-Loo”
615 North Street (B)
Fast car; B.F., A.C., S.M., J.A., K.R., J.L., Who's on 1st w/ J.L. Jr. Prom w/ J.R.; lolla, sorry, Ange; Bos., Prov., N.H.; W.K. + B.K.; BMA; Aerosmith 2nd row; CSN; Take left set rights; GTw/ D.B., GTw/ B.P.; M.J. @ HR; Thanks, Mom + Dad; GL, M-K-C.
Erin Brown
(R)

David Butler
("Butts"
20 Warren Street W. (R)
Camping in Conway. Lifting
on Sat.; Racing w/ Chester;
Metro South Hockey; Hey,
let’s go to the comedy con-
nection; The crash w/ Kim;
The crash w/ Marc; Oh,
well, thanks, Mom, Dad,
Deb, Crash and Nana for
your help. Later.

Matthew T. Boyden
("Matt"
115 Arrowhead Drive (B)
Band 1-4, Bus Trips
UMASS we fit 9! Drafting
1274 Moe! 110 mph, can I
take my seatbelt off! C.T.,
C.CG, N.L.; C.T., M.A.,
Inch J.D. prts + chewy;
M.M., Hey bueddy! Jellybean! Thanks, M+D;
Good Luck, Rache; You
say goodbye, I say hello!!
See-ya, B-R.

Jessica A. Brown
("Jess"
338 Pine Street (B)
GTwGF: C.D., C.R., T.L.,
K.D., D.R., K.D., K.F.;
Memories + Future dreams
w/ Jay-LOVE YOU- always
10/13/93; Jr. Prom w/ J.C.!
GO REGO!! CRASH w/
L.M.; Cypress Hill 10/93;
Beasties 8/94; GL, Jay,
you can do it! GL, Joe, Jai,
Missy + Robyn; Thanks,
Mom + Dad, Luv Yas!

Katie Burke
179 Crescent Street (B)
Soc 1-4; SB 1-2; GTWGF
YKWYR; Semi @ H.I.-No
Bag! 360 w/L.M.; Storm @
H.I. up all night; Cape w/M &
K.L.; BS@DD; 9/16/94 Hand
Kufs; 24 w/H.I.; Lala w/K.L.-
Yum! S.P.-Why? K.L.’s LJ;
TMBFRS-IWNY NY+TY,
ILYA; TY, M.F.; thank you
Mom + Dad, I love you;
JMAKJ+E-IMYG! KIT.

Frank H. Briggs Jr.
("Fronc"
(R)
Art 1-4+ Set crew 3-4;
Toby remember the time
we went kite flying +jump-
ing the sand dunes; Jim-
remember Fudgy the
Clown because he’s out
there waiting for you +so is
Mayoman; the Metallica
concert+moshing, bounc-
ing around like idiots!

Bridget Burstein
93 Harvard Street (B)
BB 1-4; Ten 1-4; Soc 1-4,
capt; GTWGF M.T., B.W.,
E.O., K.M., L.M.; yeah boy-
T.R.; B-sqrd, secret,
pt@ yh; sw@ WH-E.O.;
NDW; Ireland; J.T., S.M.,
GNR; A.G.-WCIS?; PS w/
the crew; Jr. Prom @ ST;
Mr. J; D.F.-IWNY! B.W.+
M.T.-ILYG; Kel-YTMBF;
GL, Dan, Grg, B.M.; Thanks,
Mom+ Dad, love you.

Patricia A. Cady
("Tricia"
355 Judson Street (R)
CHRS 1; FTA 3+4; SADD 1;
GT w/N.M., D.M., P.C., D.A.,
K.C., J.C.; Semiformal, Jun-
or Prom; Thanks, Ms. T.,
Ms. B, Ms. W., Ms. S.; N.M.
6-28-94 youth group; IWALY
Mom + Dad, Jim, Tom, Dan;
Later, B-R!

JMAKJ+E-IMYG! KIT.
Christina Caffelle  
762 King Phillip Street (R)  

Joyce Campbell  
"Jois"  
55 Dundee Drive (B)  
FH 1-3; ST 1-2; WTN 1-2; SAD 3-4; Ski 1-4; Pls 3; watch our for ducks! Dot Game; J+J+D Best Friends GT+GF @ B.S.C.; Dazed + Confused; GT+GF @ Boardwalk Pit w/J.S.; Vegetarian? Busted @ P.P.; C-Pond BMV. D.M. Thanks, Mom + Dad + Fam, GL, Billy; Later B-R!

André Cantave  
"The Prince"  
248 South Drive (B)  
Lost 1-4; I don't look like this picture; Rad Sessions w/ E.W., M.J., K.C., K.B., M.D.; After school at Shawn's; a restful '94 Summer; Thanks to Mom, Dad, + everyone else that thinks they deserve it.; Margaritaville!

Erin L. Cassidy  
108 Atkinson Drive (B)  
SADD 1; YB 4; Thanks to all of my friends! Per 6 lounge #1! B.S.-Got any gum?: GT @ Roche Bros. M.B., M.A., M.R., D.C.-no more cookies, Maine w/Dubes; J.M.-choc. frappes; M.B.-IWNFY, J.D.

Stephen Candito  
37 Stetson Street (B)  
Soc. 1-4; GT w/J.D., T.L., and guys; GT w/ Natty Light; It's story Time; Hey, mister Beard; "Sweaties"; CCW summer of '92; concerts of '94; Let's pack another; T.L. is back; Always Luv ya, Aim; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Dave; Be good, Jen.

Joe Catino  
955 Summer Street (B)  
Soc. 1-4; GT w/ GF; u know who u r; where did I park? Sweaties; Socio; Mom's @ Bob's; Twohey 1-4; B.H.; S.B.-fun; Morrison lives? GT w/ B.L.D.; Goons w/ D.F.; 40 in my basement; IWABT, H.I.: J.P. w/ L.C.+S.M.; Good Luck, Fatty; u know who; ILY, M, D.L.

Jamie Camacho  
470 Oak Street (B)  
Gymn. 1-4 capt.; Ski 3,4; Cheer 4; GTw/ C.C., J.C., S.P., J.G., K.R.; V.A. w/ N.N.; red + black #1; pig roast; ski w/B.O.; driving w/ S.P.; gymn. parties; 4/18/93; cruises; New Years Eve; prom weekend; TY fam. + coach; GL, Mike.

Edward J. Carroll  
"Big Ed"  
89 Elizabeth Drive (R)  
FB 1-4; WTR 1-4; BBL 1-4; IWNF Jr. Prom + T.W. Cottage; GT w/ GF; B.L., S.M., M.M., M.P., J.G., M.B.; Halw'n 93; 1994 Football OCL Champs; SB Bound; BC High rage; "The Tent '94"; back of Mr. Buron's American History Class-Mary, lots of laughs; I'll forever love Missi.
Traci Chapin
16 Meadow Lane (B)
Thanks, parents; Erik, I Love You; Chris and Steve forever; Jim and Joe; I love you, Michelle; 'til the end, Tim, summer 94; Andy, Heather, Monica, Joyce, Amy; Silver Lake; I miss you all; Raff, I did it! Work for what you want and you'll get it, stay strong!

Monica Chavez
"Micky"
1529 Plymouth Street (B)
M.H., we did it! To all my friends, thank you. M.H., if it's on the walls, it's white; to many years of friendship, K.M., keep up the G.S. tradition; M.H., K.F., K.M., long live Mexico + England; Mom, Dad, Mike, Shelly, thanks for believing. If we all can't smile, we'll all go crazy. Long live FINA!

Cory Ciliberto
66 Bridge Street (R)

James J. Ciulla
"Jim, Toby, Toocan"
722 King Philip Street (R)
STr 1-4 Capt; WTr 3+4; Set 3+4; Bass 3+4; M.O., T.G., F.B., A.C., C.H., S.H.; "Bl T I!"; C R O W n i t e, Cnfd,Metallica 6/94; S.H. Rama Rama DingDing; HolyWars; "Deal with it!"; Frch Van IceCrm; Death Rider, Addicted to Chaos; Megadeth 2/95; I am Victory; Hell Awaits...

Caitlin Cobb
"Cait"
8 Bridle Road (B)
FH 2+3; IH 3+4; FLC 1-4; dirt, lame, bb, BJ, ddo, biking w/the guys, k-10, I don't know, I'm getting there, hey wait, just there, alrighty, attitudes (MSP), UE's, P.J., R.L., sonewhat, caww, Pbal, 6/23/94, flat tire, pigs, J, G, M, K, N, C; Thanks, M.+D.

Anthony Colozzi
"Coloz"
66 South Street (B)
Basketball 1-4; J.F., J.R., A.R., E.H.; Friday nights at college; J.R., Hey three fingers! J.F., what's going on tonight? Swish; A.R., J.A. Easygoing is running tonight; Michigan's #1; I love you, Mom, Dad, Cara. Good luck, Matt!
Jill Costa
310 Flagg Street (B)
SB 1-4; ski 3 + 4; Feb. vac. w/A.E. + C + J-boxers?; Red n Black; Prom at J.P.'s-BT; candle; Chipmunk at J.W.'s; Nantasket; A.N. TFE-IMY; s.u.w.-S.F. + Cracker; Boston; Rob TFR; GT + GF; GL A.E. + A.L.; Thanks, Mom + Dad; ILY.

Dwayne Correia
8 Judson Street (R)

Tara Correia
"Ta"
251 Pine Street (B)
ST 1,2; Ski 1-4; Sadd 2-4; C.M.-TFBT, NC Trace, RU Smoking something? UMA-ITTBB; Jr. Prom w/A.G. - Where are your keys? Sr. w/C.O; LTSK-BC 94; Horde; Compass-OWAN! NH w/M + M; D.C.-Be good + CMB, IWNFY! Thanks, Mom and Dad; GL, Ali- Stay Happy!

Angela C. Courcy
"Ang"
141 Spruce Street (B)
Fast Car, Aerosmith 2nd row, BMA-loser, hayride w/Steven, Amherst, Monkeys, Kim 1wk Dazed, keep it low, dinky doozies, lost in Ramblwood, pass the harvest crisps quick! Jen L. GL in San Diego! Thanks, Mom, Dad, Michelle, ILY.

Meredith Costa
"Stix"
145 Bayberry Circle (B)
FH 1-4, Wtr 1-4 capt. 4, Str. 1-4 capt. 4; VT w/V.F. Eagles 9+10; Where's Col? Keys! Salisbury 5/28 Dun's bash spaz! 6/17 I hate you guys! tattoos K.L. snoop! J.G. Rocky! wms seeds; Sebago; Thanks, Mom + Dad; G.L. Ed + Joe; L.D.-BFA IWNFY.

Angelina Crossman
200 Carl Road (R)
FB 1-4; BBL 1-4; WT 2-4; GTw/ J.T. + J.B. + T.R. + M.G.; G.Q. w/D.C.; M.P. is Rod; Tim is top 15; Dude's House; Just Chillin; Fabio's Forever w/J.D. + J.D. + B.S.; Prom Nite! Fridays at the Field; Rabbit lives; Stoughton '94; Thanks, Mom+Dad; A+D.

Mike Crowley
"Crowls"
42 Crapo Street (B)
FB 1-4; Wr 1-4; GT w/The fam! when the ocean get involved; GF: J.F., A.R., P.B., Thanks B.W.; beach brawl; Red Sox w/P.B., D.C., J.C.; Harris's 1-4; Q w/fam! Kodiak; B's house; Thanks, Dad, Bonnie, Kelly, GL, Adam; Bye, BR!
Joseph Cruza
"Cruz"
3 Candy Lane (B)
Soc. 1-4 capt.; GTwGF-YKWA; Mom @ Bobs; SB-Lives; E.W. BH; OPEN SEASON; GT @ S.T.; Potpourri; Bubba; P.B. w/ AFOHN; ARRESTED: 123kid; S.C.-Mr.; J.D. I am shaking; S.C. OMAN; Gordy; K.M. YAC; Eus PosPinch; The Van Rips; Thanks, Ma+Pa.

Kathleen Cunniff
"Katie"
336 North Main Street (R)

Michael Cunniff
69 Leonard Street (R)

Jonathan Curl
"Jon"
481 West Pond Street (B)

Grace Curley
"Curl"
357 West Pond Street (B)

Paul M. Currier
526 Judson Street (R)
J.C. How's the guy down stairs?; Mrs. C. "Mr. PS" Mrs. Paparazzo. Remember changing my schedule? Not more skill work! Joe "PRAISE THE LORD" A.C., How's those jelly fish!

Jennifer Cutting
"Cuttings"
P.O. Box 491 (R)
R.T. Beep; Frog; Columbo + Scary pipe men; ERGO: YESIAM! therapeutic messages; UN; village people; Friendly's FB; P.R. cogito ergo sum! To my friends-you're like butter! Tab-KMA; Beth-IOU 25; Mom, Dad, and Bruce, Thanks, I luv ya!

Aaron C. Cummings
5 Althea Street (R)
Break it, take it; Why'd I bring my Spanish book? The mud field; Running people down after The Crow; J.C.-Plasma Missile; When we were always tardy; Galloping A.H.!! Drink that liquid; Equus mortis in via; Glass wall; FINALT.
Mark Damata
“Phat Kid”
127 Main Street (B)
Happy to be alive but GREATFUL to be DEAD;
5t; Arrestful summer; A.C.,K.C,E.W.,Eldio,Marlo;
M.R.,E.S.,Stick fight! Sessions @ Carvers; M.J.,
A.C,P.D,R.G.,M.D.,T.J.,
R.M.,K.L,M.O.;Burry;E.W.
Tats nights at Kevin’s;
Right on the do; Road + rips w/ Niz. Thanks, Mom.

Kevin M. Cyr
90 College Road (B)
Soc 1-3; Tennis 1-4; Ski 1-4; NHS; FLC; Jr. Prom;
Costa’s w/G.M.; Concerts; “ERRANDS” w/M.F.; Pats
games w/R.R.; fishing w/P.K.; 99; full trunk; B.H.;
P.D.-The Doctor; J.O. +
P.O. ski collision; Thanks,
Mom + Dad; GL, Mark + Lori.

Candee DaSilva
21 Leslie Lane (B)
FLC 3-4; Do you know where the gym is now,
N.A.? Birdie!? water country w/N.A.; Party at J.M. 8/
20/93; The Key Incident;
Sam + Tabby; 11 o’clock!
Home in 1 minute to spare;
How many in your party “93”; Curl.; DDO;

Bethany Dearruda
1039 Locust Street (R)
Dance Squad 2-3 Co-Capt.
3; GTWGF: E.W. + B.E.
IOU A LOT; M.M. Break
time MCD’s; T. + K.S.; GL,
Kel; J.H., Mr. S. YTGF!
Thanks, Rachel; Al
MOFLY! Mum + Dad, Tracy
+ Joe, GYH, Arthur +
Marlene, Gram + Grampa,
B. + A. TFE, ILYA.

Andrea Dempsey
25 Brookside Drive(B)
Dance Team 2+3, Capt 4;
Musical 2,3,4; FLC 3,4;
NHS 3,4; Hey, D.T.-We
Will Rock U! Frogface, GL
@ Blaine, Deodorant? I’m
the little mermaid. Do you
have candy? May I read
the nutrition label? Stay
awake. Thank you, Sal +
Datty; Au Revoir, BR.

Jennifer Dalton
“Jen”
1587 Broadway (R)
W.Tr 1; Ten 1; SADD 91-92;
Thanks, Mom + Dad; I
Love You, J.F.!

Christine Lynn DeAndrade
“Chris, Chrissy”
308 Main Street (B)
SB 1-4; Gym 1+2; GT+GF:
C.R.,J.B.,M.O.,A.M.,J.M.,
M.M.,N.J,J.K,O.T,H,K.P.,
S.E.,J.B.,W.P,J.O.Cancun
-BS; Good Lord B+SI NY
w/D.N.-Tiss; TITGAW
GF; Jr. Pmm-Cape; Sr.Prom
w/J.O.; I Will Always Love
You, Jay; 12/25/93-NFTGT
ASPETB; Thanks,Mom,Dad,
Liz; Luv ya-Miss you, vavo.

Jeffrey DiMarzio
120 College Road (B)
FB+IH 1-4 Capt; BB 1-2; Tr
3+4; “The Family is For-
ever”; A.G. snowed in, in
ME + Colorado Baby! HK
memories; GTWGF @
Buds, Stoughton; Friday
spags; the Fab 4; the Lion
King story w/A.S.+UFB w/
K.N. B-R Pride; Thanks,
Jen, Mom, Dad, + B-R.

Andrea Dempsey
25 Brookside Drive(B)
Dance Team 2+3, Capt 4;
Musical 2,3,4; FLC 3,4;
NHS 3,4; Hey, D.T.-We
Will Rock U! Frogface, GL
@ Blaine, Deodorant? I’m
the little mermaid. Do you
have candy? May I read
the nutrition label? Stay
awake. Thank you, Sal +
Datty; Au Revoir, BR.
Ian Dobbs
188 Sherwood Lane (R)
Soccer 1-3; Tennis 1-2; FLC 1-4; MWA 4; Carvers w/ Cyr, Roy, M.F., Pat; GW, SD; Falmouth w/M.A.; 8-J B.A.T.B.T.; T/EAR; FISHING 94 Cyr? Driscoll? Roy, U.R.A. Stud B.T.; Jr. Prom, B.H.; Meg, C-C; Thanks, Mom + Dad, Nana, Ben; LD.

Melissa Doherty
6 Latham Terrace (B)
W-H 1+2; Art, Photography 1-4; Square dancing w/ J.S.+ M.D.; I'll miss you, J.M.; "What is this, velvet?" Surviving Mr. F's English class; Uptown w/ P.H., S.J., J.P., + M.C.; Drawing + Painting w/ everyone; Thanks, Mr. Phanuef.

Colleen Donovan
"Dunny"
92 Norlen Park (B)
FH 1-4; OCL 2-4; WTr 1-4; STR 1-4; GT w/GF; Eagles-keys?; SM-Dixie; 6/94 Stix's- "She hates me!", tattoos, mine, S.G.-Annie; Prom '93-'94 w/T.R., IWNFY; aft @ Hughes, spaz; Sprite; Hmun, mtngs w/ A.P.+ K.S.; Thanks, Mom, Dad, K, A, - M, ILY. GL, Paul.

Kristen Doulette
326 Robinson Street (R)

Mike Doyon
115 Harvard Street (B)

Scott Doyle
62 Harvard Street (B)

Patrick Driscoll
"Pat"
50 Aspen Drive (B)
FB, 1-2, CC 3-4, Ski 1-4, ST 1-4, FLC 3; GT Sking w/ J.O., K.C., B.P., w-out GT @ A-Smith, Carvers w/ K.C., M.F., R.R., E.M., I.D.; what about the Dr? GT @ G.M. + B.H.; Horseneck, cowfeld 1-4, Pam Tree M.G., ILY Mom+ Dad; GL, Katie + Meghan.

Carlye Drislane
152 Titicut Road (R)
Tr 1; Soc 2; Ski 1-4; GTW A.T., H.R., K.S., K.A., J.P., S.M., H.F.; T.B.-Phish - S.M., A.T.; Aero. Car pile; Lemhead crowdurf; Dux; SU @ Borden! + the Ikes...Joe's hse; Miller 2, 3/ Sto. Dgo. '94 - Amy - 13yrs BFLY (jailbirds); paper or- der; TILY - Mom, Dad, Michele, Amy.
Tara Dupre
880 Vernon Street (B)
Rocky Point; Boston; lounge w/M.W., J.A., A.P., N.D.; Dead end job!: where did it go?; Dance class w/ M.W., K.C.; 10/93: 9/24/94; N.D. Where are we?: Florida w/ T.B.; Connecticut; long talks w/ M.H., T.B.; M.M., S.G., S.R.

Melissa Eldridge
99 Edward Road (R)
FH 1; Ski 3+4; VA+NC w/ Jess; 93+94; NAVY! B-ROCK w/MT, JG + CM; Jr. Prom; Is that T.W.’s hub? IWNF. HALWN ’93; Esta’s - GL GUYS-Peg. OK? NY Year @ Kim’s 93; LUNCH, Je? Fol’w Path + Nant’k w/ CM; SM + Aero cnts; Love you, Ed; Thanks, Mom, Dad, + Britt, GL, Kim.

Tony Emberg
“Emz”
923 Pleasant Street (B)
Baseball 1-4; Wrestling 1-4 Capt B+W; GTWGF Todd; BK DW hoppers + Mall; Lift w/ Souz + Jeff; HRRALY w/ Mark P.; IWALY, Mercedes; T+SL; Thanks, Paula – GTW Sam; Club; Yoda w/M.P.; Sw/A.R. + T.C.; Me+Tod @ Fenway 1 way St.; Thanks, Bamp, FE; Thanks, Mom + Dad, Love Ya.

Nikki Dubee
“Zikki” “Dubee”
339 Plain Street (B)

John Dzialo
“J.D.”
108 Pleasant Drive (B)
Soc 1-4; W: 1-3; Twomey’s; E.W.-BH; Moms @ Bob’s; A.C. on the roof; Woho-Ahh! Guns; SS-DD; Cragie; GT+GF; Thanks, YKWA; Joe’s Shakin’! Margaritaville; B-stones; DT; Fab 4; Thanks, Mom + Dad + Karen; Good Luck, Lew + E; Starr ’94.

Jennifer Ellis
“ Jen”
217 Elm Street East(R)
Tennis 1-4; WTr 2-3; GT+GF; J.R. + S.R. Prom ’94; A.P.-HDYS Kiwi? C.D. - P Town; K.S.-Mr. Wrong; UVM-K.D., J.L., K.S.; 5th w/ M.C.-Thanks; J.W.-ITB! M.E.-WTFL? Dinner for 4; Homies GLTMBF-KT+Meem; Keith-TFTM-YWA BMBF; ThanksMom, Dad + Jason, GL, Heather ILY.

Darrell Fahey
41 Edward Road (R)
Michelle Faria  
"Mesha"  
260 West Elm Street (R)  
GT w/ GF: you know who you are; thanks, guys; Maine; Eddy; see you in Heaven; you're the best; Meatballs, IWNFU; Love ya, Kaz; Thanks, Jeff H. + Timmy; GT at 44-1; J.B. you are my baby; GT w/ Sherri; cruising the Ave; GL, Steve + Sandy; ILU, Mom, you are the best!

John Ferrari  
309 Vernon Street (B)  
Football 1-4; Wrestling 1-4;  
Never forget: Rucks, 75 (Buddy), 41, 21, 85, 82, 79, 35, 76, 63, 44, 77, 62, 83, 12, M.H., E.F., T.C., T.E., J.D., E.M. Good luck to all of you; Super bowl bound; wrestling-one more chance; FWL, MGIS, AS.

Arthur Ferreira  
"Arty"  
73 Eleanor Road (R)  

Mark A. Ferris  
"Doc, Ferret"  
95 Fox Hill Drive (B)  
Golf1-3, Capt.4; Tr 1-4;  
NHS; GTw/GF: A.K., Roy, Cyr,J.O.,K.S.,A.P.,A.S.,G.M., M.P., E.F., P.R.; Albatross; Aerosmith?? Roys; oops! Manos'; Carver's, B.U. Games; "Errands"; Jr. Prom; 99 cents; 20 feet; BCCw/A.K.; Thanks, Mom, Dad,Holly,A.C., Bub; Good Luck, Rob WWOOOOO!!!!!
Tara Dupre
880 Vernon Street (B)
Rocky Point; Boston;
lounge w/M.W., J.A., A.P., N.D.;
Dead end job!; where did it go?;
Dance class w/ M.W., K.C.;
10/93; 9/24/94; N.D.
Where are we?; Florida w/ T.B.;
Connecticut; long talks w/ M.H., T.B.;
M.M., S.G., S.R.

Nikki Dubee
"Zikki" "Dubee"
339 Plain Street (B)
GTw/GF: J.M., J.A.S.B.,
J.B.; Rocky Pt; w
T.D., M.W., J.A., A.P., M.H.,
T.D., how'd we get lost? 7/
14/94; Steve, how do you
be, Jenn? TFEYHDFM; 9/
24/94; per. off w/G.C. at
D-D; A.P., why's the cop
behind us? ME / J.M.;
thanks, Mom, Dad + Lisa;
IWNFMF.

Melissa Eldridge
"Missi"
99 Edward Road (R)
FH 1; Ski 3+4; VA+NC w/
Jess 93+94; NAVY! B-
ROCK w/MT, JG + CM; Jr.
Prom; Is that T.W.'s hub?
IWNF, HALW'N '93; Esta's
- GL GUYS-Peg, OK?
NYear @ Kim's 93; LUNCH,
JE? Fol'w Path + Nantk's w/
CM; SM + Aero cnts; I Love
you, Ed; Thanks, Mom,
Dad, + Britt; GL, Kim.

Tony Emberg
"Emz"
923 Pleasant Street (B)
Baseball 1-4; Wrestling 1-4
CaptB + W; GTWGF Todd;
BK DWhoppers + Mall; Lift
w/Souz + Jeff; HRRALY w/
Mark P.; I WALY, Mercedes;
T+S L, Thanks, Paula - GTw/
Sam; Club; Yoda w/M.P.;
Sw/A.P. + T.C.; Me+Tod @
Fanway 1 way St.; Thanks,
Bamp, FE; Thanks, Mom +
Dad, Love Ya.

John Dzialo
"J.D."
108 Pleasant Drive (B)
SOC 1-4; WR 1-3;
Twomey's; E.W.-BH;
Moms @ Bob's; A.C. on
the roof; Whoa-Ah! Guns;
SS-DD; Cragie; GT+GF;
Thanks, YKWA; Joe's
Shakin'! Margaritaville;
B-stones; DT, Fab 4; Thanks,
Mom + Dad + Karen; Good
Luck, Lew + E; Starr '94.

Jennifer Ellis
"Jen"
217 Elm Street East (R)
Tennis 1-4; WTr 2+3;
GT+GF; J.R. + S.R. Prom
'94; A.P.-HDYS Kiwi? C.D.+
LT Town; K.S.-Mr. Wrong;
UVM-K.D., J.L., K.S.; 5th w/
M.C.-Thanks; J.W.-ITB;
M.E.-WTFL? Dinner for 4;
Homies GLTMFB+KT+
Meem; Keith-TFTM-YWA
BMFB; ThanksMom, Dad
+Jason, GL, Heather ILY.

Darrell Fahey
41 Edward Road (R)
Michelle Faria  
"Mesha"  
260 West Elm Street (R)  
GT w/ GF: you know who you are; thanks, guys; Maine; Eddy, see you in Heaven, you're the best; Meatballs, IWNFU; Love ya, Kaz; Thanks, Jeff H. + Timmy; GT at 44-1; J.B. you are my baby; GT w/ Sherri; cruising the Ave; GL, Steve + Sandy; ILU, Mom, you are the best!

John Ferrari  
309 Vernon Street (B)  
Football 1-4; Wrestling 1-4; Never forget: Rucks, 75 (Buddy), 41, 21, 85, 82, 79, 35, 76, 63, 44, 77, 62, 83, 12, M.H., E.F., T.C., T.E., J.D., E.M., Good luck to all of you; Super bowl bound; wrestling-one more chance; FWL, MGIS, AS.

Amy Ferreira  
700 King Phillip St. (R)  
E.G.: ENIALE! Andy Moog; Mr. N's class HW; 82 year old woman! G.M.: OMATS; T.G.: Labs; C.C.: MB; Joe 2D's Thanks For Putting Up With Me; J.M.: Skunk; I swear I can act; Shaw's; What fogline! C.T.: 1/19/94; Pasta + Jake, ILY; T.D.: Con, PG, My buddy, A.K., T.O., Mr. C.

Arthur Ferreira  
"Arty"  
73 Eleanor Road (R)  

Mark A. Ferris  
"Doc, Ferret"  
95 Fox Hill Drive (B)  
Golf 1-3, Capt. 4; Tr 1-4; NHS; GT w/GF: A.K.; Roy, Cyr, J.O., K.S., A.P., A.S., G.M., M.P., E.F., P.R.; Albatross; Aerosmith?? Roy's; oops! Manos; Carver's; B.U. Games; "Errands"; Jr. Prom; 99 cents; 20 feet; BCCw/A.K.; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Holly, A.C., Bub; Good Luck, Rob WOOOOO!!!!

Andrew C. Firmin  
"Andy"  
74 Ramblewood Dr. (R)  
GT @ D.G.'s w/ R.P., P.L., J.M., M.T., D.H.; July 4 @ R.P. Middleboro Fair; Where is Rt. 44? The Goose; Horseneck the Dunes; Great Woods, Steve Miller, The Eagles! Breakfast w/ P.L. + D.H.; Thanks, Mom + Dad, Scott + Kristie, ILYA!

Carmen Fernandes  
"Charmin"  
174 Whitman Street (B)  
Azores '91; Semi-w/ S.R., L.R., L.V., L.B., Jr. Prom w/ D.B. + PP; L.R., J.C., S.R., P.M., E.B., K.G.; Long live chicken-Nugget family; Azores '94 w/ T.R. @ Paquete; GT + GF in lounge 7th.; GT + GF @ Port. feasts.; IWNF; GT + GF @ B-R; Thanks, Mom + Dad; GL, Chris; See-ya, B-R.

Caroline Ferreira  
26 Nottingham Drive (R)  
Hey, A.P., remember to stay awake when on the beach; Remember the great first period junior lounge conversations? I'll miss you, gang! Thanks, B-R, for all the good times, and I will never forget all the teachers who inspired me.
Eric Joseph Folmar
"Folmar"
375 Cherry Street (B)
Wr 1-4 Capt. 3+4; BBL 1-4; FB 1; NHS; YB; SADD; GTWGF: B.P., R.R., K.C., M.F., etc.; Jr. Prom w/J.L-
After Prom @ Hughes’; Aerosmith ’94 w/EVERY-ONE; Lunch @ McDonald’s; electric fence; Yelling @ Sand-P.B., M.C.; Mom+ Dad, Thanks+ ILY; GL, Andy.

Mandy Ford
“Shorty”
240 Church Street (R)

Shana M. Fruzzetti
800 Auburn Street (B)

David Ford
“Fordy”
40 Legge Street (B)
Soc 1-4 Capt. GTWGF; vandal w/B.P. + B.G.; Frosh w/Crack, Twomey 1-4; SC oh man! mustard!; Dre’s; Joe shakin! crash 1-18-94; FLOYD, JT 94; Celts w/ Gent; Thanks, B.B. IWALYANFY; Lew, good luck; Mom + Dad, I Love You; Steve+ Laura, Good Luck.

David Garafalo
“Dave”
220 Bedford Street (B)

Andrew J. Gentile
“Gents”
30 Laurie Circle (B)
Soc 1-4; GT w/ THE CREW; GT in Ln14; whooahh; To J.D., 40, B.B., YATBI; T-Bird; J.T. 94; LBIAS; Rippin w/M.M.; num. 16; Twomey’s; co. w/J.D.; K.M., TFE!; 4/9/94; Narcists; CLAY; Quinna, thanks + GL; Thanks Mom + Dad, Pete, Betsey, ILY; PEACE!

Brian Geer
90 Brookside Drive (B)
Soc 1; Ten 1+2; Ski 1-4; GT+GF BP DF DS MC; Sneaks From 40’s; Trouble w/ BP+DF; Ski Trip w/ S.K., M.C.; Wake up! Cape w/ B.P.; Torch; Camping; We finally make it! Thank you, Mom, Dad + Chris; Love-yu! You’re the Best! See Ya, BR!
Stanley Gill
324 Bridge Street (R)
Xc 3-4; WTr 2-4; STr 2-4; MT 2-4; S.O., 3; NHS 3-4; Aerosmith @ GW; Wahi nee-B.H., P.M., M.P.; Where's Hughes' Dirt Bike? M.P., J.M., M.F. J.O., P.R., Amy A.; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good Luck, Kim!

Sarah C. Gillis
120 Vernon Street (B)
Soccer 1-3; WTr 1-4, capt. 4; STr 1-4, capt. 4; Eagles-Keys? Steve Miller; Jr.Prom w/ B.W.; where's Dun? Cape' 93 w/ S.K. + S.S; California; Brian-10/19/92-IWALY; CD's House-Annie; Costa's; Spaz; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good luck, Mike + Andy.

Jeffrey Gomes
“Gomesy”
1553 Broadway (R)
Football 1-4 Capt.; WR 1-4; GTW/ The Fam! SM House; GB heals everything; M.H. House; pw w/ Len; July 4 at Len's; Suave's co-pilot; B2, K.N., you're a GF; GL, 32 55 22 80; Camping Crew; Concerts w/ B.L.; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Brian; Good luck, Dave; Love you.

Michael Goodwin
“Mike”
342 Robinson Street (R)
BB 1-2, 3; Best friends: M.P., T.J., J.B., M.B.; GF-J.G., B.L., D.C., K.O.; Dogtrack TR; Frenchman; Chevette; K.O. 7/5/93 Great day! I pinky; K.O., IWNFY; going to Boston for Sox & Bruins; K.O., IWNFY; Love you, family + Kelly.

Josh Gotreau
206 Park Avenue (B)
Soc 1-4; GT+GF: J.C., S.D., J.C., M.M., S.T.; J.H., R.S.; Twom's House, SKO w/ S.T., J.H., Sun @ J.C.'s R.S.+ J.H. It's funny now! Hi, K.D., K.H. 12/18/92 GT w/ all other friends. FYAT, Thanks, Mom + Geoff + Dad; GL, Erin + JK.

David A. Gough
“Dave”
308 Pleasant Street (B)

Jessica Anne Goveia
“Gouv”
47 Macy Street (R)
FH 1-4; WTr 2-4; STr 1-4 Capt; OCL Champs; LIVE HARD! Jr. Pr: 93 w/ R.C.; Jr.+Sr. w/ P.S.; P. Fiesta; Candlebox; A.P. Sugarhi; S. Miller; J.I., wrong car; Missi-Tr. to Va.+ N.C., USNA; M.C., Rocky; Deerfield, A.D.; R.G. 800; Thanks, Dad, Mom, Bren, Chris + Max-I love you!

Jennifer A. Govoni
“Govoni”
85 Cherry Street (B)
Soccer, Track; GTWGF; Col. drive bys + gosiping w/ N.M.; Soph. NY Eve, 3somé; Blind date, I'll get you, J.H. + R.S.; I still wear it! Dr. Jen, chiropractor; Thanks, Mom, Dad, + The Govoni Clan! ILY Noni + Noni, IMY Nono! GL, Alyssa S.
Taryn Grady
105 Riverview Drive (B)
FH 2-4, BB 1-3, Str 2-4,
NHS, GT+GF, w/ K.L.,
A.S., H.V., K.P., M.M.,
E.G; after Jr. Prom w/ K.L.,
H.V., K.P., J.H., R.S.;
What’s under the couch? Cape w/ K.P.;
Tacos-K.L., H.V.;
New Town, PA w/ A.S.-it’s
3 o’clock; MC’s party w/ K.P.;
HV jumper cables;
GL@ HC-C.B.;
Congrats, Mike + Kris; GL, K.G.

Kaitlin Grant
424 Hall Street (R)

Toby M. Gray
"T1000, Jim, Bruce Lee"
28 Elizabeth Drive (R)
1-4 Str, 2-4 WTr, 3-4 c, 3-4
Stage Crew; NHS; Corn F;
J.C., C.H., S.H., A.C., G.R.
A.A., A.P., F.B., M.O.,
BITI; PTw/J+C; M.P., P.R.,
PLsmMsl, BS, no; Jim, like
this; exit signs; Hurdlers rule;
dunno; can you hurdle my
mailbox?

Jason Green
"Jay"
325 Walnut Street (B)
HOCKEY 3; Cake; Eleven;
Summer Sport; Can I Play?
Might stay home today; See
you at BSC; You know
where it is! Someday; J.
Moberg and M. Griffin,
Thanks for being there and
wait until next year; Ready
for the next step; so long,
B-R.

Amanda E. Greene
"Greeney, AG"
980 Summer Street (B)
GT+GF w/ A.P., R.M.,
N.V., + S.M.: A.P., Poker;
92, Canada w/ Bily, ILY;
R.M., 7/4/92; T.G., B/light,
P.B., ILY; P-URTS; Y.B.,
IMU; Beastes! Hac/249
Somerset Ave.; RAC;
Jr. Prom w/ W.N., A.P.,
Ludlow; GL/J.C., D., T.H.,
+ C.M.; Thanks, Mom+
Dad; M.V.; See-ya!

Elaine M. Grublin
"Grub"
450 Hayward Street (B)
Let’s go Mini-Golfing!
Sleep-overs w/ the crew;
A.F., how’s Moog? Gretch,
ILY; AMHIST w/ Butts-
TYJK; lunch w/T.G. + K.R.;
Shaw’s, GL, Kris, Karen,
Marcie, Jenkens; Christina
had 3; who’s he? Thanks,
Ma + Dad, ILY, Don + Lou,
BYE.

David Guthrie
"Dave"
204 Lakeview Drive (R)
WR 1.2; Str 1-4; FB on SAT
w/ R.P., P.L., A.F., S.J.,
J.M., D.C., M.T., D.W.;
New yrs.’93@ J.H.w/J.G.+
’94; July 4 @ R.P.’s;
Eagles; pool Hall; A.F.+P.L
collide; cover-surfer; smo.
w/D.H.+R.P; Down Reid’s;
Thanks, Mom, Dad + Kel-ILY.

Mike Griffin
117 Oak Ridge Lane
(B)
BF: J.M., J.G.; Tossing
cake; Chief B. rules; IWNF
S.S., J.H., P.D., J.H., D.M.,
A.A.; Remember snickers;
Hey, Buddy! 84 Buick
Rules. GT at Rochese.
Thanks to Mom and Dad,
J.Moberg + J.Green. Dirty
Dozen forever. Good luck,
class of ’95.
Jonathan Handricken  
108 Union Street (B)

Jennifer Hebert  
“Jen”  
176 Nicholas Road (R)

James Henderson  
“Terry, T-Zee”  
101 Orange Street (B)

Kevin De’sean Haliday  
“D-Square”  
180 Main St. #1-306 (B)

Jonathan Haglof  
“Hags”  
221 Elm Street (B)

Jason Harper  
“Harps”  
27 Michael Road (B)

Mason Harris  
“Mase”  
410 Spruce Street (B)

Kelley M. Hartwell  
“Kel, Twinkie”  
89 Stony Brook Rd. (R)

James Henderson  
“Terry, T-Zee”  
101 Orange Street (B)

It seems like the text is a collection of personal notes and memories from different individuals. Each entry appears to be a tribute or a reflection on a particular event or period in their lives, often mentioning pastimes, hobbies, or memorable experiences. The entries are signed by different individuals, each with a different name and address, and the dates range from the late 80s to the early 90s, indicating a time period of nostalgic memories. The text contains a mix of casual and informal language, typical of personal reflections, and includes names, addresses, and dates which are likely relevant to the authors of these notes. The entries also include various activities such as soccer, skiing, camping, KISS concerts, dance parties, and more, suggesting a diverse range of interests and experiences.
Shawn Herrmann
922 Broadway (R)
Fun at dances...Tricia and Doug...Friday pizza...Dr. B...Mr. B...Mr. H...Mrs. W...Thanks! I love you, Mom and Dad!!

Derek Holt
130 Eleanor Road (R)

Tricia and Doug...

Fun...Dr. B...Mr. B...Mr. H...Mrs. W...Thanks! I love you, Mom and Dad!!

Kevin Horrocks
70 Ashtead Road (B)

Michelle Huddy
“Shelly”
1658 South Street (B)
M+ Ct Band 1-4; Mexico Friends, ILY! England! GTWGF: B-Day Parties; IWNFY: M.W., J.A., Taz, S.J., N.D., A.P.; M.C. 2-12; K.H. 2/14/93; My Adambear: Prom, @ the mall! J.P., Buses! Scott + DougHouse Day; Mom and Dad, I Love You.

Jennifer Hruniak
7 Meadow Lane (B)

Brian Hughes
“Hughesy”
38 Richmond Street (R)
CC 1-4, Capt. 3-4; Wtr. 1-4, Capt. 3-4; Str. 1-4, Capt. 3-4; Ski 1-4, Who’s the DH @ Weymouth; Aerosmith 94; IWNF, Paul G.: Have fun, B.H., G.H., J.H.; Goodbye, J.G., C.D., B.M., E.F., K.C., M.F.; K.L. and everyone else. Billiam; Thanks, Mom and Dad.
Christian Hunt
“Chris”
80 Austin Street (B)
STr 2-4; WTr 2-4,Capt; CC 3+4; Play 2-4; Model UN; Hurdles; Dog Track; running; Meaning of Life; S.M. + D.R., Post Office; France; G.C.; Freshman; Prom; Bickfords; Thanks for the memories: J.C., M.C., A.C., T.G., M.P., S.H., J.K., J.S., M.T.; Special thanks: Family, M+D, T, Boo, Ehren.

Jennifer Innocenzi
763 North Main St. (R)
GTWF; Cape w/P.K., J.G., + M.P.; J.G. @ CVS-Wrong Door; NH w/P.K.-CCS, K.D., K.S., + J.E. - UVM; Rolling Stones, Lynd Skyn, JCM; NYC + AC w/K.D.; VT+ME w/P.K.; Pat-since soph. yr. .. ILY, MY BEST FRIEND; Florida; Thanks, Kelley Family; Thanks, Mom, Dad, + Mike- Love ya.

Heather M. Irving
318 Oak Street (B)
GT: Signs, 007-911; SCAM TP cars; Missed that step; NBSB @ J.P.; L.M. LNGT; 24 w/K.B.; GF: Beau-TY; M.L.-BG; J.H.- BOL; A.B.-RIWS: Joe-TYLYA; Jenn, Dad, + Dave-LY; Mom-Thank you for everything!

Scott E. Jakubec
“Jake”
218 Titicut Road. (R)

Brandt M. Johnson
620 South Main St. (R)

Tracey M. Jenkins
111 Mt. Prospect St.(B)
PCC 91-2; Musical 1-4; Liftin’ w/Hootie Mac! Band-Ha! Green Monster; HORDE! 2HPY4 C-W. Lovin all ya, earthly crunchies! Thanks, Mom, Dad & Kim. I believe most things in life have to be experienced to be understood! Live, Love, & Learn.

Jamie C. Jones
“Jonesy”
02 Judson Street (R)
und 1-4; DM 4; Jazz 1-4; chorus1-4; Musical 1-4; trds; Eyes w/ Pride; Hal-loween; Smoking + Drink ing stinks; WDW; GT + GF; P. P., TFE; Harmony + H-lib; I Love You, Baby; my, E- Man!! Choc. Milk.; I love you, Mom + Dad + Julie + Jeff; YOU'RE DIS-SESD!!

Kimberly Jones
“Sprout”
11 Howard Street (B)

Patrick Kelley
85 Forest Drive (B)
FB 1-4; BB 1-4; Hunt+Fish w/Schnitt-Me; Chucks only; 7lb bass; State Farm -i-Jamaul; Morgan; Cape w/ Jen, M.P. + J.G.; Jen - My BF, So Many Good Times - RSLS+JCM 94; NH + VT + FL, Cape + Beach; 1/17/92 Canal: IWALY; Thanks, Mom+Dad; GL, R, S. M.

Jennifer Kane
65 Hunters Drive (B)

Kaitlin Kerrigan
315 Ramblewood Dr. (R)
XC 1-4; W Tr 1-3; S Tr 1-3; “Excuse me, sir, your bushes are on fire”; Just Drive; MF rode over on Horse; M.M., M.F., C.D., C.C.; JM Beach 94; 3 Musketeers J.C. + L.C.; GG-Fire! Save the Cookies; Prom weekend P.M., J.M., P.R.; Love you, Mom + Dad; GL, Ryan!

Scott E. Kraihanzel
“Krai Bomb”
89 Mark Drive (R)
Thank you, Mom, Dad, Dave, + Tracy; IWNFY, BCREW, J.P., B.C., A.B., C.S., L.R., Friends: M.M., Sailing, S.J., Stang, P.W., S.W., B.W., Blades; GT+GF; Thanks, Mrs. P+ Mrs.B. Don’t ever give up + do not ever say I can’t.

Kimberly Ann Kelly
“Kim”
226 Boad Street (B)
L.B., J.W., D.M., S.F., D.B., GT+GF: @2nd Lunch w/ D.B., D.M., J.W.; Twins! Monte Carlo; Fri.Nites w/ J.W.; SF-IWNFY; Jr. Pr.; Hey, Guys, lets go to D+D; Larry Borges 10/23/93; Engaged 1/10/94, I will always love you; Mom, thanks for everything, I love you!

Camille Marie Ann King
406 King Street (R)
Hey! GT + GF, T.B., J.L., S. W., A. M., M.F., K. W., B.W., A. M.; Don’t eat any more spit balls! IWNF; Jr. Prom - After Prty; Bye B- Rt! I’m so glad it’s finally over! Thanks to my family! I love you always, Christopher!

Garrett Kaye
80 Dundee Drive (B)

Kara Krikorian
“Krick”
57 Alden Square (B)
W.Tr 1-4,Capt.4; S.Tr 1-4,Capt.4; NHS; RY: B.S.F. OYG: Good Times w/L.H., K.K.W., C.M., M&M.A.D., K.M., J.F., K.LH @ Mexico, retreats, the fields, W.B. Park, my window? JR:RS; Thanks, Mom&Dad; GL, Tam&Mark; all glory to Jesus Christ!
Todd Kroitz
"Lenny"
111 Hayward Street (B)
FB 1-4; WT 3-4; GTw/GF: the Fam; S.M. + vids; M.H., P.O. w/ Gomes; S@Buds; GW; S.M. (pic); Camp 94; NYE 94; HYH, B? CT w/Fam; S at Ruck's; Quarys; July 4; Michelle, TFATGT, IWNFY! 2/12/94; GL, 10, 32, 55; Thanks Mom+Dad; GL Mike + Matt!

Amanda Lacivita
858 Church Street (R)

Benjamin Lake
"Ben"
199 Britton Street (R)
FB 1-4; The Fam; BB; GT w/J.G: CONCERTS; SLA Best Friends Forever; Jive Bunny...Ritz; Stowe; Durby; I Ate a Steer-RV; Kristen, you'll always be in my thoughts; thanks CAPA, USMC, ILY, Mom, Dad, Ash, couldn't have done it without you!

Peter Latour
"Pete"
151 Edward Road (R)
Good Times, Good friends:
M.T., D.G., A.F, D.W., R.P., J.M., D.H. esp; Rm Rumble at Reed's pool Hall; D.G.'s HOUSE RULES; D.H. + P.L. in Sp. Mobiles collision w/A.F.; cover surfer; D.G. 58 in a 40; O'BRIAN'S; After School at M.T.'s; Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Michael Laubinger
"Laub"
182 Center Street (B)
FB 1; BB 1; BBL 1; Profs House; GTw/ Bebo, R.P., P.J., A.D.; J.P., A.M., R.C., H.I, D.M., M.A., B.C., E.W., J.H., A.C., M.L.; Twoms; Hump Day w/Catino; A.M., R.C., Adelle; 1 Wht horse; Jr. Prom w/A.P.; New Yrs '94; Eths Beach House; L.M.; MV w/Mello; Thanks, Mom+Dad; GL, Bob.

Karin M. Lee
336 High Street (B)
WTr. 2-3; Str. 1-3; GTw/ A.S., J.C., M.M., H.V., + T.G.; Driving w/N.D.; GL, J.C. @ SHU, I miss you! GF w/S.A.H.; What's under the couch? Pinky Swear Velah; IWNFY, P.C.; Sum in Seattle '94; Thanks for being there, M.M.; Thanks, Mom, ILY!
Tanya Lee  
20 Driftwood Drive (B)  
Soc 2-4; SB 1-2; GTWGF: C.R., K.D., M.G., M.L., D.R., J.B., T.B., J.O.; Jr. Proms w/M.A.; Cape Cod, Lake George, The Chase, Elmos, B+B, Afghan, Oh What A Night! Don #32; CTK-forever; IWNFY Marc; M.L. you dog! AITB; 1-2 Bka; BB concert 12-12; ILY, Ma+Dad; Thanks; Good Luck, Eric.

Jennifer Lentini  
1701 Broadway (R)

Corey J. Lima  
"Co-Co"  
20 Meadow Drive (R)  
BB 1-4; D.J.+B.D., TFBT; A. + S. N., R.T.S.B.; THE FELLAS:T.P., E.S., C.B., T.W., D.S., G.C., P.W., K.H., J.E., B.W., N.C.; THS freshman year w/A.S.; G-BON crew; I'm not a Flirt; BB @ TG; TYCCC + P.M.; D.E. @ Nan, TFRTO; $20 w/B.D.; D.C., TFRTR; Jus, Ken, Jar; Dad, Ma+G-mthr, ILY+IWNFY.

Jaime Lopes  
Riverview Meadows (R)  
First of all, I'd like to thank the Almighty Himself for making this all possible; I'd like to give a shout out to my girls: A.M., T.J., T.B., S.W., E.W., L.M., + C.K.; To my Mom - I love you; To L.M. - you'll get E.W.; To S.L., H.R., I'm out!

Matthew Lorimar  
927 Judson Street (R)

Kathryn A. Lucius  
"Kate"  
25 Legge Street (B)  
FH1-3; GTw/GF: UKWYR; TFE, K.T.&R.M., ILYG; M.H., 10/2 & 3/4; lawn & window w/K.T.; Semi @ H.I.; signs; crash 1/19, BB w/N.R.; New Years, J.K.; SMB & Lola - yum! BSC; K.B.'s; IWMY M.D., K.B., K.C.; Cape, M.H., Stupid Cop! Ron, ES, IWNFY! Alicia-WABB! Mom+Dad-thanks, ILY! Mark & Kim, YTB!

Sarah Elizabeth Machado  
64 Titicut Road (R)  
Fast Car; Aero-2nd row, car pile; M.O.-C.P.-trip rock, D.C.-blur; BMA-loser; S.D., trip to Miller; A.T., C.D., H.R.-tongue, paper order; A.T.-Run; Phish-A.T., C.D.; Duxbury clan - ILY; N.F.-joined; S.U. at Borden; Jay - IMY; Mom, Dad, Mike - ILY.

Michael Machnik  
129 South Main Street (B)
Heather Mackenzie
“Heatha”
111 Edward Road (R)

Rhiannon Madden
59 Spruce Street (B)
FH 1-3; GTWGF-UKWUR!: K.L.+K.B. TFEILY!; D.S. YABMBF! BSC; PR’92; 3/4 @K’s; Cape-PITRI SMB, Lola; K.B.’s; C’s Jr. Prom w/J.D.; stupid cop! Thanks, Mr. Scarano and Mr. Cushing; IWMY, M.D., K.C., and K.B.; Good luck, and I love you, B., C., and J.; thanks for everything Mom and Dad, I love you!

Jill Maclean
“Pickles”
36 First Street (R)
SB 1-2, 4; Soc 1; drives w/ A.F.; E.G. + Shaw’s + Columbus Day; K.P. + Scrumpy Jacks; J.A. - Purple; C.T. - Thanks for the marine; GTw/ BRISC; A.F., E.G., G.M.- Fogline; Thanks, Mark; Good Luck, Ted + Karen; I love you, Mom + Dad.

Colleen Masefield
“Col”
120 Ashtead Road (B)
“Hold fast to your dreams,” M.M. stuck in window; Mt. Dew bouncers; PRS; T.J; STAY; horizon; T.C. LLF; Cabriolet? ART; STUD. G.-94! Breakdown; GL to wicked cool pals, YKWYR, S#3 S.O.; good luck, KELLY & KAREN, thanks, Mom and Dad, I love you.

Michael Mailloux
“Mike”
22 Murray Circle (R)
FB-WTr-Ski 1-4; Jonis’; The Family! Quaries! 4-O-July; Chevy-sled; Boat-broke; Hockey-Vball; Kicked out; Beach; Sloth; Prom; VT; Undefeated; Doorbell Cops; Seen Bud? Clams; K.M., J.D., K.N.; Thanks + Love to Family.
Matthew Malone
“Matt”
21 Maple Avenue (B)
Soc 1-4; Hock 2-4; BBL 1,2; Wr t; SAB; GTw/S.C., D.M., E.F., S.C., K.K., J.Y., M.T., H.V.; BF/M.S., J.M., C.P., K.B.; Tr Parties; College Girls; the red bag; Ski Buds P.C., D.B.; Tuck; The crew; C.P. The Drive, Signs: T.R., IWNFY YTB; M.S. IWHMIWY, ILY; Mom+Dad, I made it; ILY; GL, Kate+Mike.

Nicole Markon
909 Auburn Street (B)
College visits! W J. G. + taking the yellow car; GTw/ L. V., Mollet + Turn; weekends w/ S. M. + A. F; Thanks, Mom, Hen+ Dad; Good Luck, Marisa! Bye!

Elizabeth L. Martin
“Liz”
Aspen Drive (B)
Soc 1-4 Capt 4; BB 1-4 Capt 3+4; GTWG: YABB; SCAM; B.S. @ DD; H.I.- LNTG; 360 w/K.B.; Can U get otta these? 9-14; SO’s; J.P.’s 1wk; JCSD; Beav- H.I.; Live@RP; Edgewood - HB’s; Vin-I Love You; TPC’s; OWAN - crash; WUADDAAP; JP w/P.B.; M+ D-TY, GL Kev+Bri, ILYA.

Doug Matthews
65 Sherwood Lane (B)
Peer Lead 3+4; GTWG @ Flang’s Class - Elvis!; M.M.+ T.M.+ D.B.; GT @ Lounge; M.G. + G.M. Metallica @ Gtr Wds; M.D. - Bio w/JMP; Hey, M.P. + P.R. kuhn-nigstls!; GTWGw/ A.P. + A.M.; Grif + Grn + Me; Cool car club; Best Wishes, T.M., T.G., J.H.

Jan Matthews
243 Elm Street (B)
Peer 3,4; FLC 1-4; SADD 2-4; GTw/GF-C.C., G.C., K.K., P.R., M.F., C.D., M.M.; Bushes on Fire; PCC; Montreal; Florida ’93; Jr. Prom w/Pete Reed; MSP; CVS; Issac’s; Friendly’s; Drives w/Caitl; Water whiz w/Grace; Thanks, Mom, Dad, + Dave.

Gregory Manos
260 Oak St. (B)
BBL 1-4, FLC 2-4, WAC 3,4, YM1TT, Larry Bird, Fishing Expedition w/ I.D. + K.C., save the whales w/M.P., MCS Bashes, BWC, 99¢ Whoppers w/Z + C.W., pool at ER’s, Montreal w/KC, HMC w/E.R. + J.T., 99¢ pizza, Leo Gomez, do it again; ILY, Mom+Dad, good luck, Chris.

Adam Mason
“Bebo”
20 Pond Street (B)
FB 1-3 Jr. Prom; 4July; Canada 90+91; WH Beach; RED Gate; GT+GF w/ M.L., R.P., P.M., J.E., J.C., J.H.; The rest of the clan; Beth, I Will Always Love You + IWNFY; Summer ’94. How’s Ellen? Mom + Dad, I Love you; Good luck, Beth + Lisa!
Kimberly A. McGrath
“Kim”
76 Bridge Street (R)
Tn. 1,2;FLC 2,3;YB 4; GT w/GF, A.M, J.H, A.L, H.M; A.A; H.M; BOS.MA. H.M. ITS, Mike J., Jr. Prom & RP-Hoot.; Summer of 94'! A.M. “SomeDay”!! CapeC-JH; A. M. Thanks, , F.E., YWABMBF; ear. morn. musc? Thanks, Mom, Dad, bros., Sta.+ Tim, I love you; bye, B-R!

Christina M. McKinley
“Chrissy”
30 Scotland Blvd. (B)
Ski 1-4, FH 1+2, SB 1+2, S-Miller 93; Follow the Pathfinder; P-Floyd 94; Ski w/ M.E. 63 Falls; B-Rock- Brad St.C.D.J.S.M.E.-July 4; ESTA IOPFX Massachusetts; CCSUM-B-Sign w/T.W.; T.W. Hub; Rids w/Brl.; T+ ILY, Mom + Dad, GL, R+M; ILYBK.

Brian McLaughlin
91 Macy Street (R)
Ski Club 3+4; WTr 3+4; Str 3+4; B.H. Mail Box #809- Soph. Knocked Out! Wheaton Heist; Weymouth Snowballed; K.S.M.A. - Talula; P.D., Loon Collision!?BR, see ya 1995.

John A. McLaughlin
16 Ruth Ellen Road (R)
BBL2; WTr 1,2; “SMOOV C,C”; STP - Where’s HOLTY? The turtle; Reid’s Field - D.G. VS A.F.; Cover Surfer; WISC. w/D.W.; GOOSE IS WASHED UP; 7th Period Lounge; 495; CRAZYMAN; SATURDAY F- BALL; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Petey + Peg; IT’S OVER!

Kerin Ann McLuskey
43 Pleasant Drive (B)
Soc 1-4 BB1-3 Ten1-4, Capt; GTw/GF: YKWyA; 911/007; SCAM, ltime@B.W., WAMS? Ire.'92; PT@ Dzial; Bev pty@H.J.; RP=KA; NYrs/ Mom’s @ Bob’s; Twomeys; MDGALS; Silver; JP1wk; P.6 Lnge; 40, NLSM; SME= OWAN; Hags=KO; Ethan’s BH; JC WCIS? AAA; BS@DD; ILY guys. Mom, Dad; GL, Mike; GL, 76.

Amy McRae
120 Francine Road (R)

Michael McGovern
“Mike”
25 Woodland Drive (B)
Soc 1-4; Ski 1-4; GTWGF U know who UR; Mums at Bobs; Twomeys; Rippin w/ A.G.; DRE on the roof; BV: The Dead; P Jam; Floyd; MBS Stones; Guns; Lincoln Log; 7/28/94; BH: CAUGHT! 40-Shoes? Zucchini; Thanks, Mom, Dad; Good Luck, Adam, Mark.
Timothy S. Meyer
"Yoo-Yun Min"
672 South Main St. (R)
It's been a great 4 years; Good luck to all! PIZZA! PIZZA! 78 in a 30; Yin-yang; Super-Hundai; Krazy Korean; I'm outta here; D.M., A.A., M.C., M.P., S.K., BIG WIG, S.D.

April Lyn Mirabile
"Six"
18 Elizabeth Drive (R)
Look Mom, I Made It! GT+GF J.M., C.K., C.S., Thanks; Don't eat the spit-ball! C.S., Kick in the head; J.M., Berwich; Hi, Eric! J.M., Jr., Okay, ILY, Bye By! thanks for everything, Jodie, ILY! Hi, M.F. Good Luck, Stephen; Mom + Dad, ILY!

Jason Moberg
490 Hayward Street (B)
Ice Hockey 3; At least we tried, Green; Thanks to friends E.R., S.S., J.H. & J.H., esp. to Mike Griffin, Jason Green; Thanks to Mom, Dad, & Carolyn; Kerry, I love you! Thanks for always being there! You are the best!! M.G. & J.G., see you soon!!

Stephen Medeiros
"Suave"
96 Old Colony Ave. (B)
FB 1-4 Capt; WT 1-4; GT w/GF The Fam; Harris's 1-4; Videos; Gomes, how RU?; July 4 at Len's; Driving w/Gomes; Stoughton w/Crowly + Bud; Quaries; Night trouble w/TK + DC; GL, 32, 55, 22, 79, 35, 41; Superbowl bound '94; Thanks, Mom, Gram + Mike, Love Ya.

Andrew Mello
"Andy"
80 Birch Street (B)
Good Times w/R.C., B.V., T.H., M.L., V.L., K.P., + All the rest; The Cape w/Hilch; M.V. ISL. Sum. 94 w/o M.L.; Xmas Eve 151/Mobil; Whitehorse Beach; B.S.C.; Jr. Proms; Herringrun - You're on my grass; Thanks, Mom, Dad, + Pete.

Anne Meyers
180 Summer Street (B)
FH1-3; GT w/GF, YKWYR; N.R., LYLAS; BTB; dw/out lic; GT w/S&D; KPSTD-92; Bluemax; The window; Indust-94; RUIooking; K.N. smoking dugout; S.G.-NH 94; Baba; MOM-IWALY and never 4getU! Shaun IWALY 3-13-92; Dad-thanks-ILY; UMETME! Gerard-UWDI-ILY

Marci Miranda
333 Main Street (B)
"Friends.. They cherish each other's hopes, they are kind to each other's dreams." Thoreau; GT+GF (All y'all bad mamma jammas!) Tr 1-4; Pres. NHS; F.L. 1-4; FH 17?; Boston 6/06/94 ah! K.L., LUV YA! Study Groups! Thanks for all, Mom + Dad! Good Luck, sis.

Patrick Monahan
"Peanut"
653 Hill Street (R)
C.C.2-4, Capt.4, W.T.1-4, Capt.3, 4, S.T.1-3, Bos. 26.2 "95"; wah-nee 93-94; Proms w/P.L., K.K., F.Z.; Pearl Jam w/B.H; GT w/D.B., M.D., P.L., and track teams; Thanks to: M.M., R.M., B.P., C.M., B.J.; G.L., J.
Lori A. Mondeau
“Midget”
88 Edward Road (R)
MY STANG WANNA BE; D.G., don’t pick on me; J.A., + J.M., purple ones are out; Good luck class of ’95; friends, keep in touch; thanks, Mom + Dad, I love you!

Joseph A. Monestere
“Joe, Shoeless Joe”
153 Aldrich Road (B)
Band 1-4; RS 3-4; YB 3-4; Boston Parking w/T.W., T.H., L.G., B.K.; Signs; P.E.P.; GTw/GF, B.J., J.P., K.W., C.C.; Florida ’93 w/M.H.; D.C.+VA ’92; Montreal w/B.J. + M.K.; IWNF Mr. Crane + Dr. Coyle; Thanks, Ma + Dad, ILY.

Tim Monti
408 Center Street (R)

Nellie Moreira
“Nel”
40 Williams Avenue (R)
Semi-Formal w/Guilt; Jr. Prom w/Kevin; Mall with K + T; Beach w/my cousins...Clams where? Portuguese Feasts; Road lessons; GT w/Y.M., B.M., T.C., H.W., L.V.; Bye, BR, It’s been a blast; Good Luck Class of ’95!

Melissa Muise
“Missy”
490 Forest Street (B)
Basketball 1234; Bay State Games Silver Medal @ Boston Garden! Ten 12; Soc 1 2 3; G T + G F; D.M., K.G., H.M. A.P., S.I., T.F., S.R., J.M.; TO K + H; NO! WAIT! GLSUM!; TV CAOSCHES G.C. + G.P., 4 BB! Jr. prom, Jim; GTw/ Lounge D.M. + BUTIWALU forever, Steve! #25! ILU, Mom + Dad; GL, J + J.

Kelly Murphy
“Kooky”
47 Fairbanks Road (R)
Sheep & Earl!! The Omega; Slurpies; Hey lovebunny... The gang- Pete, Gretch, Rich, and my little buddies- you know who you are! I’m not a freak. Killer Curbs; Zigwald Smiggenpop. Outside it’s America; thanks, Boy & Mama & JTJJM & CO. Thus:)
Peter Murray  
"P.J.,"  
31 Covington Street (B)  
Thanks to all my good teachers and friends: Mike, Ry, Adam, Jake, Bruce, Katie, Bic, Jes, Tony; Tennis 1-4; Basketball 1-3; Jr. Prom, S.P.; Thanks, Mom and Dad for all your patience; Brian M., Good Luck, C.K., Chris; B-R, Thanks.

Sarah Nelligan  
41 Oak Street (R)  
Thanks to all my good teachers and friends: Mike, Ry, Adam, Jake, Bruce, Katie, Bic, Jes, Tony; Tennis 1-4; Basketball 1-3; Jr. Prom, S.P.; Thanks, Mom and Dad for all your patience; Brian M., Good Luck, C.K., Chris; B-R, Thanks.

Erin Neagle  
"Nags"  
95 Riverview Drive (B)  
BB 1+2; GTWG: you know who you are; SIGN 11/5/83; 10/2  @ K.L's; 6/23/93, w/ J.+C., IWNFYG; SMB '93; talks w/ J.T.; 12/29/93  @ D.C's; K.N.+J.K.YMTWTM; PPw/K.N.; J.P.-TYFE; SEMI 94 @ H.I.; P+Sw/J+K; URTB-M.B.; I love you, Mom, Dad + Keri!

Kristen Sheh Nivica  
"Vica"  
299 Pleasant Street (B)  
FH1-4; NY eve '93; Camping; Gnyd w/N.R.; Onset AT&T; E.N.-PP; CC w/J.P, J.G. URT best! M.B., M.M., M.H., R.S., A.M.-ASFI GTw/A.H., TY; J+E-ILY! J.D.-TYFEUFB; Thank you Mr.+Mrs. Kane! Ben-IWNFY-ILY; Thanks, ILY: Mom, Dad, Gjon, Laur, Elise, Gramps! J.K.-LHB!

Erin O'Connor  
43 Dean Street (R)  
Soc 1-4; BB 1-3; GTw/GF: you know who; BEAST; JM w/A.P.; FT; S.P. at DW '93; M.T., SF; B.B., K.S., B.W.; sidewalk; D.C., YWNBMBB; GL, DM, S.P., A.N., M.M.; Jr prom w/J.C.; Sr prom w/D.B.; Sum of '94 w/ D.W., R.B. & A.G; GL, K.B.; thanks, I love you, Mom & Dad; GL, KT (Stinky), ILY.

Michael O'Brien  
750 Auburn Street (B)  
So long, BR! Failing 1, 2, 3; Good Times w/C.W., B.M., B.W., S.H., J.S., T.T., P.H.; J.T.'93; What were you thinking, Charlene? C.W.'94; How much was it? Thanks for putting up with me, Mom, Dad, Mrs. W.; Good luck, Sue! ASAPOO lives!

John Oakes  
892 South Street (B)  
So long, BRI! Failing 1, 2, 3; Good Times w/C.W., B.M., B.W., S.H., J.S., T.T., P.H.; J.T.'93; What were you thinking, Charlene? C.W.'94; How much was it? Thanks for putting up with me, Mom, Dad, Mrs. W.; Good luck, Sue! ASAPOO lives!
Jason S. Ohrenberger  
"Jay-O"  
379 East Street (B)  
Ski 1-4; Soc 1-4; STR 2-4; NHS; GTw/ M.F., R.R., K.C.; C.T.- early days in neighborhood; E.R.- pool?; YYYOOOH! The Van lives forever; P+K- wipe-outs; P.R.- on stage; GTw/ T.D.; K.S.- GL! Mom, Dad, Meg, Elise- ILY; GL Sarah; AIM HIGH!!

Alyssa Pacy  
265 Boxwood Lane(B)  
FH 1-4; WT 1-3; A.S., K.L., K.P.; A.P.'s SG: M.M., C.M., P.R., R.R.; B-M.F.; Clockie! GDTL: B.S. + B.P., LSR; MIM: A.S., Carpe diem; M.M., A.S., Pocumtuck; C-dog, the Nipp, Tig.; N.C.; CH.; Fr. Wolfman power; France; G.S.; peris; SBF, Dess, YOT-S, VB; N.L. + E Rules; J.C.

Bruce A. Palombo Jr.  
363 Cherry Street (B)  
Soc 1-4; BB 134; BBL 182; SADD; GTw/GF- E.F., D.M., P.M., S.P., K.P., J.C., R.R., M.F. + Soccer team; anyways- S.P.; 81 lwin. E.F.; Aerosmith 94; Jr. Prom w/K.P.; Pt@ BH-OWAN; PM Socks 2X; 40'S wagon; Albatros M.F. + P.D.; S-IWACFY; Thanks, Mom + Hank + Dad + Shaz + Nan + Pup, GL, Bud, ILYA, GZ - WHATTAH, Thanks, B-R.

Monica Patel  
60 Dundee Drive (B)  
Tennis 2; WAC 3 + 4; GT + GF: J.C., D.M., C.C., K.K., J.W., K.W., T.W., T.A., P.R. + J.P.; CC: we made it without no major breakdowns; K.W.: thanks, I owe you big time! Search for F + C @ HMC; I'm paranoid! highway pick-ups; trucker game; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Bhavin + Lisa, ILY.

Allyson Perron  
50 Conant Street (B)  
FH 1-4; WT 2-4; T 1-4; GT w/GF: summer '94; 54 sugar high J.M., F.T. Kneed u kiwi; hey Mr. K.L.-sis Beast Ya-hooos toppins Chiesh a mud Jr. P -M.F, J.W. -DDawid D.C. -IWAFTB 79-TFE GL -Amy + Cath TILY Mom+Dad I My Alm+Court- TBBF

Matthew Pauline  
"Bud"  
57 Parkwood Drive (R)  
I LOVE YOU JACINTA SOUZA, Cupcake, Sunshine, Princess, micro. m+m's, Seacrest-football 1-4; Good Times with the fam, S.M., D.C., T.K., B.L., M.M., M.C., J.G., M.T., M.H., J.J.; I WALMFREP, Thanks, Mom+Dad, Good Luck Tim+Pat.

Jennifer Paula  
"Jen, Jenny Rose"  
229 Oak Street (B)  
Band 1-3; Good times w/ L.G., T.W., A.G., M.D., M.H., M.P., B.S., K.K.- all my friends; Wings - Vehicle, KFC; Highways McD crew; Big L - thanks; Shelly-buses; the doctor; ETIF-NET #1 NMIW/35 w/R.T., M.H., K.W., Wesl; Brady! MBTA; Mom, Dad, Dave, ILY!
Adrienne Perruzzi  
“Addie”  
50 Ruth Ellen Road (R)  
Soc.1&2 Power walking; Bayside-I was sleeping; JS-watch out for those barbed wire fences! Stonehill +3= trouble; I know a short cut. Okay, Giddie-up-neigh! The Golden Arches; Auntie Chissie; Thanks, Mom & Dad; Good luck, Pete.

Christopher D. Perry  
“Mustang Sally”  
419 Main Street (B)  
FB 1; Mustang 1-4; GTw/ C.T., M.O., M.M., J.W., M.P., S.T., L.P.; weekends w/Mike; M.M.-The Drive; Signs-CT; BBB 73-Ford mustang conv.; The Junkyard; confused car shows stressy; Jess, I hope we are together forever; Mom+Dad, Thanks for Life; J.P.+ K.P., Bye.

Jamie Petkunas  
“Jame”  
35 Jennifer Circle (B)  
GTw/GF-UKWYR; YMCA; NYRE 94, Where’s my brother? TPC Signs; YABB; WWW; MH, 1 Week; GT w/ Hags, I WANT; Swish; P@R,P’s; Scam; BS@ D.D; CC w/K.N; J.T; YWABMBF; K.L 10/2; S.M. ’93; LIVE @ RP; Edgewood Rice; OWAN-Crash; Jr Prom w/J.B.; E.N.; YTB; Luv Ya, Ma, Ed, J.+Gram.

Kristen Pickett  
“Stretch”  
320 Winter Street (B)  
WTr; WL; YB; V.A.-be stupid! V.A. why? Ire; Eng w/ J-S at Hems; shops Pickle; Jr Prom-wet? R-side; 5-28 Don’t? NPB; Eagles 9+10; HOREDE; TJ, S.G., A.S., C.D., M.C., E.G., T.G., Luv ya, guys!; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Bri! Good Luck, Jon!

Adam J. Perry  
“Perry”  
165 Lakeview Drive (R)  
STr2; YB 4; GT & GF; Jen-darkroom; DUBEE! Taz! FISH! glass door; plasma missile; M.H., J.A., T.D., M.W., M.C.-parties; Rocky Point, Prom; C.B.-Cyclone line; 4th per. lounge; M.H.-IWNFY; To my family-thank you; We’re free!

Amy Pierson  
464 Vernon Street (B)  
GTw/GF; E.F., K.D., D.R., AG, N.V., C.L., A.C., BMA 9/12; Quincy K.D.; D.B.; DR1LUV; D.K., poker in camper; Asmith, Chill, Floyd-WICRI; Blight; swimming w/up town crew; WB water w/A.G., N.V.; D-W w/ A.G., M.M.; MADDOG 20/20-INDA; Ludlow, M.F.; Mom, Dad+Erin, I love you.
Adam Pillsbury
“Pills”
70 Gem Circle (R)
Football 1-4; Ski 2; Soph.
FB double sessions; dancing, Sweet Feet; Pool Hall w/P.R., P.L., T.M., R.P.; FB on Saturdays; 7 period lounge; Ice Hockey behind D.G. on Sundays; Good Luck, B-R Football next year; Thank you, Mom + Dad and L.R.

Matthew J. Pimental
“Matt”
60 Laural Lane (R)
Basketball 1-4; Baseball 1-4; Best Friends Always: J.B., M.G., T.R., J.T.; Big A, N.C., Dwayne-why on the door? J.K.; Rocky Pt. ’91; GT@ Brian’s; Joe’s B-day Party; Jeff-WNYF; Thanks, Kim, Mom + Dad, I love you.

Ryan Pinkerton
“Pink”
580 Hill Street (R)
BBL 1-2; SOC 1-2; Ski 1-4; Cover Surfer; 495, Pool Hall parking lot; Guthrie vs. Firmin; Flashlighthead; Ropeswing; Last period lounge-Who threw the orange?: IHCK; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good Luck, Lesley.

Matthew Poisson
“Poison”
200 Cynthia Drive (R)
WTr 1-4; Tennis 1-4; NHS 3-4; PL 3-4; MT 2-4; M.T. - Wow, that was close! Loss in Boston w/K.C.; G.M. - Save the whales; Beach w/ J.M. + S.K.; Eagles - A.S. + J.G.; Aerosmith w/20 GF + 2; TY Mom, Dad, Grandma; Good Luck, Michelle.

Stacey Marie Pillsbury
48 Dean Street (R)
FH; 1-3 J.D., WNYF, June 21, ’90, DKM; H.I., BAB, stairs, 10/2; K.L.; Boston w/J.P., R.M., K.L.; Prom, M.P.; Cape, Steve Miller, S.R.S., Semi @H.I.; New Yrs. acdt. R.C + J.P.; D.M., Angela, E.O., M.M., M.P.; J.H.; J.T.-IL+NY; Exit 8; GT@AP; Flor. Mom + Pat, Dad + Nancy, Ally, I love you!!!
Jennifer Pyne
“Jenn”
542 High Street (B)
W Track 4; F Hockey Mgr. 3-4; S Track 2,3,4 (Discus #1, Javelin #2); Thanks, Mom, Dad, + John; To my BFA: Kel M., J.S.; It’s been fun; S.H., My lifetime friend.; To all my Calif. friends + memories.; Good Luck to you all.

Ryan Prophett
“Ry”
86 Maple Avenue (B)
Volleyball 1-4; Tennis 1-4; RockyPoint Fresh. Year; Bev, IWALY 9/94; SO at J.D.’s Mom’s; at Bob’s E.W.’s BH; GT+GF: J.H. +J.E.; BVI: TLWH; Twomey’s K.M. + K.A.; Thanks, Hutch, M.L. + A.M. Thanks, Mom + Jen!

Dwayne Quimby
54 Nicholas Road (R)
D.S.+D.Q., 4-2-94; G.R., watch out for the combos, don’t use the dust buster! remember the prom; J.E. + T.G. + C.H., S.T., keep in touch! C.B., Let’s go for a ride; Golden Arches, Riverside, + Martha’s Vineyard; I’m out of the hole.

Danielle Reardon
180 Main St. F148 (B)
Mom-We’ve been through so much, Thanks for everything, Love ya; M.R., advice, in “93” Mom’s Gone - Big Party! K.R. + T.I.G- God Bless! Rem. the Man! Jason-My Baby 6-23-93 We will be together forever, 1-4-3; To family, Luv ya GYBA; J.L.R., Best Friends, ILY.

Courtney Rego
14 Crestview Circle (B)
SB1-4; Good Lord; Oh, Boy, Cam; Betz, Cape ’90-’93; Pat’s game; Ring-BMEN-NY; Afg Chase; Jr. Prom-5-St. ILY, B.B.; DON-32-RAINBRAD; GT +GF:T.L., K.D., M.L., J.B., M.G., J.C., M.C., M.L., UDOG, Mustard Ave, B; IWNFY, Jeff-Elmos; C+T+K forever, 12-12 Thanks, Mom + Dad + Chris, ILY guys.

Mark Prouty
21 Alden Square (B)

Lucy Resendes
69 Crapo Street (B)
GT&GF @ BW&Hudson feasts w/T.C., N.M., A.C., S.P., M.P., S.R., C.F., K.C.; Hidy In w/”Boubs”! Azores ‘93; @ Paquet; Jr. Prom w/ J.C.; Cape w/girls; “Hey, Poor-2-gee” IWNFY, M.F., “Never gonna get it,” Eu te amo sempre, Pal. Luv ya Mae & Luis. See ya, class of ’95!

Peter D. Reed
“Reedy”
272 Hall Street. (R)
WR 1-4: Hall Sliding; Cheese sticks + chicken fingers; open + hones; T after 9 with T.D.; Canoe trips in the dark; S.Pizza on the lawn; Tractor; J.H., keep your mouth closed; Lunchlady land; Reservations at Isaac’s; Thanks, Mom + Dad.
Sende Resendes
“Sandi”
69 Crapo Street (B)

Heather Rezendes
75 Barbara Road (R)

Cherie Ridge
“Smiley”
40 Quequechan Cir.(R)
All the Good Times w/ T.B., B.P., K.C., M.M., B.K., J.B.; A-Smith; Steve Miller; The Dead Show, WNAM; What ever, Dude; wrong way; Mom. expeditions w/ T.B., J.B., E.L., B.K.; nights behind Tedeski, Shaws; Thanks to: Bo, Mom, Dad, J.B., + Greg; DAN-50; I love you; J.B.

Peter J. Riordan
“Pete”
60 Brewster Drive (B)
ST 1-4; CC 2-4; Science Olympiad 2-4; Musical 2-4; NHS; Study Group Rules! Honors Insane Asylum; Pajama Game; Aerosmith ‘94; “That which does not kill us makes us stronger”;
Thank you, Mom and Dad! Live long and prosper!

Kerri Lynne Resmini
“Killer, Creampuff”
605 East Street (B)
GTWGF, You Know Who You Are! Roll, J.G.-NAD sees all! S.K. Someday I’ll find out.. Mark-SAVE ME! Let me follow a cop! garage door, Earl + Cows + Kermit + Sheep; Twinkie-lost again; PJ Game, G.S. Long Live Princess! Jr. Miss; Thanks, Mom + Dad, ILYG; GL, T, M, + K.

Joseph E. Rich
“Joe”
40 College Road (B)
FB 1-4; BB 1-4, capt. 4; ST 1; GT+GF: J.F., T.C., A.R., M.B., S.M., M.M., J.G., M.H., M.C., E.C., J.D., K.S.; Joe who? First time I was gone! Matty P’s Great night; Senior Football #1; Thanks; Mom + Dad + Jen; Good luck, Mike + thanks, Mr. F. + Mr. B.; Bye, B-R.

Timothy Riley
“Tim”
72 Hickory Dr. North (R)
BBL 1-4; BB 1-2; J.T.-you ain’t no daisy, fatty burgers; J.B.-just chillin’, posedown; M.P.-ROD, clip-on tie; M.G. dgtrk, hungry?; N.C.-top 5 coolest; B.B.-yeah boy! J.D.-cragie putz; M.T.-smelly library; SCBBL ’95!

Gordon Riordon
“Gordo”
459 King Street (R)
Tennis 1; Track 2+3; J.C., Paper from Hall, SPA, Fina, Mudfield; D.O., Then he laughed? Roll down the window, “What did you say?”Pirate;The Combo incident; Ding-ow! AC; O’Brian’s; finalt, faceless women; love you, shnoocs; A.F., D.P., M.D., H.O., M.C., M.R. +all others; Love you.
Kimberly Jean Roberts
“Kimmie”
59 Sully Road (R)
Cheering-2; Fast Car, T & S; Herring Run; Best Friends; Keep It Low; I Love You, Sean, 8/15/93; N.R., Mary J., Prom; Soccer fields; Corey, IMU; Thanks, N.S., 1 wk. bake, A.C.; T.W.-India; N.H., Boston, Providence, SAIMH, Mom + Dad, Thanks, ILY!

Eric Rogers
320 Forest Street (B)
Tennis 1-4, Golf 1-4, BB 1; There’s a cliff! WAC-HMC; 1 reg. Jr. Yr. w/ A.P.; Hey Leo + Candy; Thanks for everything, Heather, I Love you! Thanks for the fun: J.T., S.S., J.O., M.F., K.C., G.M., D.W., Jen L. + Mr. P; Lumina Landings! Thanks always BF, Ryan + Thanks Mom + Dad + Renee! Friday Nights!!

Mike Rotondo
61 Pleasant Street (B)
El Dios, E.S., M.D.; gangsta; Wilmington DE; PigPen; Pensyltucky; Oklahoma City; UNO; $40.00 deed; New Bedford night; The Track, Angela; Trent and Nicole; The Mav’lg; J.J., R.D., J.M., F.B., P.O., T.L.; Thanks, Dad, Mom, Paula, Arnold.

Ryan Roy
“Roy”
1315 South Street (B)
Golf 2-3 Capt 4; BBL 1-4; NHS; LegDncw/A.P.+A.S.; Aerosmith+SD; Jr Pm w/ A.S.; Nic Do M.F.; Pool w/ Cyr, J.O., G.M.; $1.99 Pizza; Manos; Poker; Carvers; 3rd Play Com, E.F.; GTw/M.P.; I.D., P.H.; Donovans’; Thanks, E.R. YMBF; Mom +Dad,love you,thanksBret!!

Tom Roman
645 North Street (B)
Varsity Hockey 91-95; Copper Cup 91-94.

Pialee Roy
“P-P-P-Pia!”
54 Diniz Drive (R)
BB 1; Str 2; WTr 2-4; Sci Olympiad 3+4; WAC 1-4; Co-Pres 4; Fra Exg 2+3; D.E.; Mom, Dad, Samik; Love You! “I can’t change Y’day. I can only make the most of T’day + wish hope look to Trow”; TMF: Good Luck+
“Go Where There’s No Path + Leave a Trail.”

Adam Rucker
“Big A”
39 Pleasant Street (B)
FB 1; BB 1-4; Big Fury; J.K. IWNF; M.H., M.C., M.P.; J.B., J.T., J.D., T.C., J.R.; Rocky Point was the best; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Thanks, Nyree + a special thanks to my brother, Greg; Gonna miss everyone; Hope college is better!
Katie Sanderson
452 King Street (R)
"What you deny to others will be denied to you, for the plain reason that you are always legislating for yourself; all your words and actions define the world you want to live in". Mom, Dad & E.- thanks for your love and tolerance!

Ulrike Schatton
"Uli"
673 Plymouth St. (B)
Gymnastics; Str. 4; I am busy. ; IWNF: J.O., K.R., H.M., M.O., E.D., C.C., J.G., Mr. C., and Flavia.

Gretchen Schwenzeifer
"Princess"
186 Lounsbury Drive (R)
YB; News/Mag; WAC; GTw/ P.R., K.M., J.K., R.E., K.R., J.D.; E.G., ILY; R.A. IWNF; Thank you, D. McGuire; Boston; Father, Son, + Holy Spirit; Thanks, Mom + Dad - ILY; Good Luck, B. L. + M; Pete, you'll always be in my heart; 10-12-93, I Love You.

Peter Seddon
526 North Main Street (B)

Rachel Lyn Sforza
115 Colonial Post Dr. (B)
Semi w/ R.P.-chair; play ground w/ M.S., C.S., H.V.- who is Joe?; NY Eve; J.G.; car w/J.D. + M.T.-push it; cards?; McD's-C Dl; court-JL.-miss school; sweating, true-best summer '94 For Real; GLILY, Alissa; J.H.-YAMBF.

Aaron Silva
"NeVille"
55 Redwing Drive (B)
1 FB + WR 1 + FB 1+2; Sorry guys IWNF the good times; I love you, Jen R.; I want to thank all my teachers and friends for all the memories; Special Thanks to Mr. Peabody, Coach Holmes, Coach Goslin; Hope to see you in the future.

Randy Silvia
284 Bridge Street (R)
Soc 1-4; BBL 1-2; Busted 9/16/94; GTw/ Crack, 40, Cruz, S.M., A.G., Lew, J.D., M.M., J.B., D.G.; Cruz's, Twom's, Jr. Prom w/ K.T.; Semi 93 @ H.I.; Skoal; MA @ Bob's; Late nights w/ J.C.; 10/21/92 KT MBF; IWNF, ILYA; Thanks, Mom+Dad, Heather, Gram; love you.

Rebecca Snow
"Bec's"
515 Elm Street (B)
To All My Friends: you guys are the greatest! Don't forget me and I won't forget you! Keep in touch; Thanks, Mom + Dad! Good Luck to all Seniors! Have a great life, see you around!

Jenny Soderbom
475 North Street (B)
Band 1-4; To All My Friends: you guys are the greatest! Don't forget me and I won't forget you! Keep in touch; Thanks, Mom + Dad! Good Luck to all Seniors! Have a great life, see you around!

Amanda Southworth
"South"
20 Dundee Drive (B)
FH 1-4; WT 1-3; J.S., A.P., K.L., K.S., K.P., A.P., Roy, M.F.; SG-M.M., C.M., P.R.; Clockie! MIM-A.P.; wmseeds-M.C.; C-dog; Peris; Donuts, doll, duck! TRBS; POCUM TUCK; THE NIP; GM 94; Wolfman power, Roxanne! Carpe Diem! M.M.; SBF-Dess; NH w/Bri, thank you, I Love You Mom, Dad, + San.

Stephen J. Souto
"Steve"
24 Leonard Street (B)
Tennis 1-4; Prom w/M.M.; E.R. This Street Turns; K.C. popped knees; J.M. + K.M.; E.R. My Leg! Golf w/G.K. I win; J.G. + Hock No.; J.T. unsung hero; IWNF 7 fishtales w/G.K.; M.G. Let him go to the BR; Chevelle; Thank You, Mom + Dad; G.K., Mattapan-Pizza.

Jacinta Souza
"Jackie"
343 Cherry Street (B)
I Love You, Matt Pauline-You Are The Best, Honey, TFSBM; Peanut, nutty buddy, Buster P.; little rascals, Seacrest, micro m+m's; my husband; YSG I'm out of breath; South-S.S.; glazed donuts; pranksters-L.V., A.R., B.P.; IWALY, MLR; ILY, M+D+M.

William R. Spinney
"Spin"
590 Cross Street (B)
Ski 1-2; Sun 3; K.B. + Hey to 40 oz crew; M.D., Agawam run; Thanks, man; Thanks to C.M., K.B., W.N., J.W., T.H.; Most of all Dad, Mom, Tammy, Brittany; one powerful source, The Party; GT+GF; C-ya, L.M.

Rene C. Stella
"Gaze"
173 Titicut Road (R)
FH 1-4; CL 2-4; ST 2-4; GTWG’s: YKWA; Prophs 7/4; 12/24/93 IWNFTN; Jr Prom; BVR @ H.I.: J.D. + K.M. TFE; L.M. + T.A. ILYG; B.L., TFBT + ATL, IOHFL, Jv Bun; K.N., YTB; 6/18/93 May, YMBT, TFGT, IWALY; Chris, Danielle, Tony, thank you; Mom, couldn't have done it w/out you, I love you!

Robert D. Stevenson
"Bo"
128 Cynthia Drive (R)
Coletti's-Thanks, Ernie! TP parties; D.W., A.T., C.D.; Thanks J.G., B.P.; OTB, A.P.-Creamates-you were worth it! Down the line, A.S., A.P.; Fabio 4; the Jimmy takes a licken'. R.V., F.B.; RMW, S.K., IWALY.; Thanks, Mom, you're the best!

Jennifer Stone
"Jen" "Stoney"
319 Bridge Street (R)
Soc 1-4, capt.; Bbl 1-4, capt., ten 1+2; NHS; SHC-tire, A.P.+K.M.; hock. player; cape withdraw; Scotland w/B.S.; soda incident; shz gone femmel marines; Papa G's; Mc.D gos-sip; Pcf! Mdos w/N.A., ILYA, Billie! Thanks, Mom + Dad; seek change!
Amanda E. Strojny
"Meem"
123 Sherwood Lane (R)
S+WTTrack 2-4; GT+GF: Jr.
Prom; 4th w/ K.S. + K.L.;
New Year's eve '93; 4th of
July @ Len's; WMP w/D.C.,
K.S., S.M.; Lib-2/18/94;
Semi '93; 821 w. heads;
Homies 1-4; Camping '93;
thanks, guys! GL, TMBF-
Jen, KT; J. D. thanks,
Buddy; YWABMLB; thank
you, Mom, Dad, Ad, Nan, ILY.

Katie Sullivan
306 Robinson Street (R)
Wtr2-4; GTWGFR: 821
WHEADS; Jr. Prom East-
ham; WMP w/ D.C., S.M.,
A.S.; Semi 93; Homies 1-4;
LAOS: 4th w/ K.L., A.S.,
J.G., M.C., K.D. - locked out;
UVM-K.D., J.E., J.I.; J.E. -
ever caught; Mr. Wrong;
Camping: D.C. - Thanks;
July 4th @ T.K.'s; GLTMBF-
Meem, Jen; AKIT thank
you, Mom, Dad, YTB; GL, Meg.

Kimberly Sutherland
124 Phyllis Road (R)
WHEADS; Jr. Prom;
4th w/ K.S. + K.L.;
New Year's eve '93;
4th of July @ Len's; WMP w/
D.C., K.S., S.M.; Lib-2/18/94;
Semi 93; 821 w. heads;
Homies 1-4; Camping '93;
thanks, guys! GL, TMBF-
Jen, KT; J. D. thanks,
Buddy; YWABMLB; thank
you, Mom, Dad, Ad, Nan, ILY.

Patti Ann Sylvia
825 Locust Street (R)
National Honor Society 3-
4; Math Team 2-4; K.H. - We
Had Some Great Times
Together, Keep In Touch;
Best of Luck to All My
Friends!

Michael L. Tarentino
"Gino"
41 Scott Drive (R)
FB 1-4; BB 1+2; ST Tr
3+4; WTr 3+4; M.H. 2-4; M.P.
too close! SMB 2+3; SD 3;
Wendy's HD pinky lot w/
J.G., S.M., M.H., T.K, M.M.,
M.C., M.B., R.V.; WPI; FB
camp w/S.M., M.P., J.G.;
T.K.'s 7/4/94; J.D. 1; BOL;
IWNF, B-R FB #1; Thanks,
Mom, Dad, Scott.

Christopher R. Tatro
"Tates"
359 East Street (B)
Soc 1-4; Bnd 1-4; Eng., Ire.,
Sct., VA., FL., Bstn Crsdrs,
Macy's, Lion's, Tubby, Nights
out w/ A.F. 1. K. @ NU, Hull;
Mashpee?! BAC; Proms;
Drafting (Moe, D.S., Goddess);
"P" guy, 82.6? MB 100 + ?
GTW/A.F., M.B., K.P., J.O.,
J.M., C.C., T.O., A.K.; ILY,
Amy 1/19/94; Thanks,
Mom, Dad, Rob, Todd, ILY.
Jeffrey B. Tatro
"Jeff"
885 Vernon Street (B)
IT’S ALL JUST STARTED!
WAC 3-4; BBL 1-2; WTr 1-4; STR 3-4; CRASH, Stop, Slow down, nice shirt; How’s the Pool Table?; Don’t drive over the cliff; Get eggs! Cliff sliding is fun; Trevor tree; see you, E.R., D.M., G.M., M.C.; LEO; I love Jamie; Thanks, Mom + Dad.

Amy Toohey
601 King Phillip Street (R)
Soc 1-2; Cheer 3-4; Ski 1-4; GTWV C.D, H.R, S.M, J.P; Dux-Run! Carple-Aero.; Crsurf® @ Lemhds; Motor! S w/C.D; Jailbirds 600; Carl-13yrs BF-LY; Joe-prom HMTYS; Machados-TFE!! Mom-I love you, YTB, Marianne-TFE, Dad-IMY + ILY!

Marissa Torney
176 Darrington Drive (R)
Soc 1-4; BB1-4; STR 3-4; GTWBF: B.W., B.B., L.M., E.O., YKWUR; K.B.-lr; G+R, 2 SM; B.B., 2 PS-blast, IWD; Jr. Prom-TY, S.T.; Bsq houses; B.W-trips; LG +Cape Cod: ILYG; L.M.-MY; T.R. - my pen; K.A. + K.S.-Mr. Jones; GL-Guys; Thanks, Mom, Dad - love you; GL, Mike, C.W.

Shawn Tower
5 Baker Road (B)

Rebecca Lynn Treloar
"Becca"
10 Harriet Drive (B)
WT 1-4; WAC + SO; Dork + Geek; J + yogurt guys; scarypipes; MUSHY! Frog + Horn; Snow shoveling; UN puddles; Lo mein; Nibsl; Pia-stress, rice, BSC men; Kookie!; everyone else- IWNFY; M.G.- My picture? GL, Jon! I love you, Mom + Dad.

Shawn Twomey
"Doc Holiday"
33 Harvard Street (B)
Tennis 124? Dateless 1-4; GTWGF-YKHYA; My house MDC; Mom’s @ Bob’s HGLIAB; Sc Night long walk home; Margaritaville; She lives in Canada; for the love of God no more school; Cruza’s-I gotta take a shower; Thanks, Mom + Dad, ILYA.
Lisa Marie Vargas
“Honey”
13 Sandy Hill Road (R)
My Husband Frank Who I Love, 8/24/92; got married-12/16/93; Honey, thanks for being the husband I always wanted; ILY; Oh no, It’s the cops; Cape Cod, we’re stuck; Good Times w/friends C.F., H.A, J.H, H.W, K.G, C.E.J.A., Thanks, Mom +Willie, ILY; L.D. Good luck w/Andrew; Daddy, IMY 10/28/92 LAYG.

Leah Marie Varney
“Leigha, Lee”
44 Parkwood Drive (R)
FH 2, 3, 4; Str 2,3; I love you, Mom and Dad, thanks for everything; be good, J.S., P.V., M.S.; IWNF Ppocke, Body Parts, Sandyneck, The Seacrest, Throwing Smoke, Lion, K.F., M.W., M.R.; Good Luck, Class of ’95; Second Period Chemistry Class.

Noelle Varnum
“Noodle”
389 Cherry Street (B)
GT+GF: A.P., A.G., S.F., C.L., P.T.: no more; D.G. 9-23: Will It Last?; J.D. Budman: 3-25-94 Biggest Mistake of my Life! D+D crew; Thanks, K.I.; Xtra money; A.P.’s party, where’s your VCR, etc.; GT w/A.P., S.M., +G.B.; thank you, Mom, 2Dads, Shayne, see ya!

Heather Velardi
45 Harvard Street (B)
Soc1-3,BB1-4, GTw/GF1-4, O WHAT A NITE; Smashing Pumkins; K.&K., M., WB&Mans.; ILY; stuck in mud, PS; Pinky Swear; Sassy; Are these your Friends? Hong Kong; hacked up nail; Karin, GLw/ P; A.P.G., IWSYS; Salve; Boston; GT W/M.M., K.B.; thanks, Mom and Dad, good luck, Monte!

Richard Vrana
“Vrana”
8 Diniz Drive (R)

Jennifer A. Wade
“Jenn”
75 Warren Street W.(R)
W + S Track 1,2,4; Ski; Jr. prom; A.S.,TY+ stay strong! J.E., illegal brooks; C. J. + M.+Boston; S.M., skibunny! D.W., thanks, buddy; A.P., ABICIT.J.,screen;K.M., J.L., G.P., NY, L.Y!1Rin, 7/3/94; B+G, etc., D.Scul., LY + RB + Snapple; GL, everyone; I’ll miss you! ILY Mom, R+M!

Amy Elizabeth Wade
273 Elm Street West (R)
GT+GF you know who you are; Market Basket w/K.R.; Bostonw/M.H., D.E., K.W., K.B.; Meg’s house; B.W., ILU, IWMU! Rocky Point 10/1/94 B.W.; to everyone at Lima’s, Thanks, Mom + Dad, I did it! Good luck, Sara, IUG!

Willie Wakilih
259 Vernon Street (B)
Melissa Washington
"Meliss"
43 Meadow Lane (B)

Tracey Waterman
"Trace"
113 Temi Road (R)
Track 2; Sadd 3-4; T.C. - Are you smoking something? C.M. + M.E. - Hubcap; Aerosmith, Carpile; Jr. Prom w/E.M.; Compass - OWAN; Meem-Camping, TAFABT; UMA; E.M., you'll never know; C.L., thanks for everything, IMY, K.S. + K.M. - YGATB + ILYB; GL, DB, CL; Thanks, Mom and Dad + Family.

Ethan Weinheimer
"Happy"
93 Cottage Street (B)
Beware of the bumble bees; grape; a rest in the summer; thanks to the old man in the eaves; the whistling beekeeper; the tap dancing ghost and the pig monkey mutant; thanks to my friends, all 2 of you, stay strong.

David White
57 Mount Prospect St (B)
Tape #26 4/12/91 TPCBN fence? gone finishing '94; EOC, R.B., A.G., Eagles, Floyd, super coupe, still alive! D.W., WIBO; Coletti's; see ya, B-R; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Mike, ILY, good luck, Meg!

Heather Rae Elena Ward
"Heatha"
8 Bridge Street (B)
Ski 1-4; RS 1-4; Led 4; YB 4; GT@ Jr. lounge: J.A., M.W., N.M., A.P.; GTWGF: S.W., J.S., J.J.; Jr. Pm-IWICF; ICTYE: Mr. Capen + Mrs. B. + Mrs. S.; See ya, Bo; IMY, P.K.; IWLAM + D + A + U + R + A C (4/17/93); IWLALY, YATB, T.C.; Its time for new beginnings!

Heather Wells
"Heath"
537 Hall Street (R)
Shanell Williams
“Sexy Chocolate”
30 Fox Hill Drive (B)
Thank you, God, because without you I'd be lost; A.B. + K., I did it! Peace to the girls in my clique: T.J., T.B., J.L., C.K., A.M., IWNFY; I love you, L.J. + S.P., I hope to see you soon! What up "T"? you know I can't forget you; J, ILUWA; I'm out!

Brandon Winn
30 Palmieri Circle (B)

Jessica Lee Wise
“Jess, Jessie”
100 Mill Street (B)

Karen Antoinette Winger
“Wingnut”
90 Hubbard Lane (B)
Winga1-4; Band 1-4; ST 1-4; WT 2-4; WAC 3-4; Ski 2-4; Lions 94; GT+GF: J.P., M.P., K.M., A.P., L.G., T.W., J.M. + AIF; BKC, The Movie! JennyRose + Vehicle; KFC; M.P., I ate it + SF F+C; Highway Pickup; Kelly, Mike smiled at me; Mom + Dad, Thanks IWLYA; Adam, good luck + DDAIWD.

Krystal D. Witkowski
“Giggles, Krys”
350 King Phillip St. (R)
A.W., DGOT; Dodi, Thanks For All The GT, ILY; My S.F.; Jr Prom; Is Gloria There? IAB, IAB, PDEM; Rocky Point: A.B., D.K., M.; B.W., Sidewalk! Vineyard! B.D., thanks for all the laughs, IWNFY; Thanks to the people from all 4 years, IWNFY; LY, Ma+ Dad! GL, A., K.R., T.; GL, Class of 95!

Holly J. Zeigler
283 South Street (B)
IWALY Billy 6/25/90; Camping at Carvers, M.L., J.L., J.O.; Kissing for a cheeseburger; Let's go Parking, G.B.; Shoefactory; Dumpster Days; Portuguese Fiesta; Where's Krissy? Thanks, Mom + Dad; love you, Tammy.

Bridget Wynn
820 Locust Street (R)
Soc1-4; BB1-4; SB1,2,4; GT w/BF-M.T., B.B., E.O., K.M.; M.C., WCIS? M.T.: FL, LV, Ut.; B-Sqd-partys; B.L., WAMS? LG w/M.T.; NDW, B.B.; Loon; Jr Prom @ S.T.; Thanks M.C.! Porche; D.C., GLJMY! Mr. Jones; B.B., secret; G-n-R; E.O.-IGJC; Thanks, Mom + Dad, GL, C.W.I LLY.

Good Luck Class of 1995!
1. Corey Lima uses high tech in the IMC to prepare his POD term paper.
2. Jen Cutting and Pia Roy enthusiastically recycle paper.
3. Bruce Palombo and Kerin Lee scrutinize her notes for English class.
4. Shawn Herrmann and Kelly Angeley rock to the music at the Holiday Party.
5. Kate Lucius and Rhiannon Madden check their answers.

Jake A. Edelstein
"Nuwanda"
1101 Pleasant St. (B)
Soc 1-2; Ski 1-4; Sc 3 + 4; Stuff 1-4; all the boys; all the girls; Moms at Bob's; S.T. house!; Sorry P.B. for the frying pan; Did I really make it this far?; Thanks Mom and Dad, sisters!; L-YA BR! TO ALL SENIORS Good Luck! Bye-bye.

Jennifer A. Mann
"Jenn"
68 Edward St. (R)

Joseph D. Putignano
"Joey"
33 Hickory Drive (R)

Carrie Jean Goddard
362 Plymouth St. (B)
I did it!; Special thanks to Mr. Vardack, Mr. Peabody, My Parents and Friend; I will always love you Walter; vanst on good times; Summer of '94; Cindii w. Special times; I'll always remember you're only young once; 5B 143224

Danielle Myers
377 High Street (B)

Amy Surbut
"Butts"
39 Michael Road (B)
FH 1-4; Capt 4; OCL Champs 2-4; WT 2-4; BF Karin; GT + GF: CD, MC, S.G., K.P., A.P., K.L., T.G.; Eagles w/EG; SMB '94, BJ w/ AP + CF; Stixs 6/94; Sr. Prom '93, Jr. Prom '94; BJ's w/Pacy + KH; BU '93, Wake '94 w/AD, EB, CL, SL, LW; John 2-4 IWNF + IWALY; GL, ES, David

Other members of the class:
Jason Beatrice
James Brewster
Craig Brosnan
Richard Chuckran
Amy Desmond
Timothy Donovan
Michael Hackley
Jeffery Hughes
Andrew Janicki
Jayson Massey
Marybeth McDonough
Robert Miller
David Moore
Antonio Paiva
Michael Saia
David Schnopp
Rodney Swanson
Jason Welsh
Kristina Weston
1. Paul Currier and Mike Doyon study for one of Ms. Burton's impossible quizzes.
2. Calculator ready, Dave White concentrates on math.
4. Aaron Cummings proofs pictures for the yearbook.
5. Jen Mann smiles enigmatically.
6. A crowd gathers to watch Greg Manos dance to the music.
7. The Girls' Field Hockey Team gathers at Coach Casabian's house.
8. Bridget Wynn prepares for class.
The Year in Review

Many people will remember 1995 as the year of the O.J. Simpson trial, yet many other influential and fascinating events took place during 1994-1995, our senior year.

It was an explosive year in foreign affairs. The Russian Empire continued its decline through 1994. The once popular Boris Yeltsin lost public support as the Russian economy plummeted. In the Middle East the dream of peace came ever closer to reality as Israel and the PLO signed a treaty establishing a Palestinian homeland. Bloodshed and tragedy continued among the Bosnians, Serbs and Croatians. The U.S. military sent peace forces to both Haiti and Somalia. A military confrontation was narrowly avoided with North Korea, a country reportedly close to building a nuclear bomb.

On the sports front, people began to take notice of the economic side of professional athletics. Pro baseball players, halfway through the 1994 season, officially went on strike over the salary cap issue. 1994 was the only time since 1904 that the World Series was not played. As Spring Training in 1995 began the players were still on strike, and owners started to hire replacements. In the NHL, labor disputes resulted in a lockout of the players by the owners. Fortunately, the dispute was resolved in time to salvage the season. Soccer made its debut in the United States and created quite an impact on the soccer fans here.

With the rise of comedy star Jim Carrey, the words “all righty, then” became a catch phrase. Ace Ventura, Pet Detective, The Mask, and Dumb & Dumber made Carrey a millionaire and star virtually overnight. The most popular movie by far this year was the epic film Forrest Gump, starring Tom Hanks. The journey of this simple man, as he experiences life while participating in major events of the 50’s, 60’s, and 70’s, captured the hearts of Americans.

In the music world, our generation experienced three more days of love and peace during Woodstock II. Not only was the concert a musical success, but also a financial one. On a sad note, the talented Nirvana frontman Kurt Cobain tragically took his life, shattering a whole generation of fans.

Many events occurred in 1994-1995 that affected our outlook about the world we live in. It was a pivotal time period in our own lives and in the world. As we go our separate ways, we will share the memories of our senior year.
As we move on our way to a new way of life and face a new set of challenges, let us pause for a moment to recall the memories of our childhood. Remember the first fish we caught; our first birthday; the many games of dress-up; our favorite teddy bear; the swing that went the highest; our first day at the beach. We will always keep these precious memories with us.
Senior Superlatives

1st

Most Likely To Succeed
Jason Ohrenburger,
Amanda Southworth

Most Intellectual
Peter Riordan,
Alyssa Pacy

Class Actors
Sean Twomey,
Mary Bolotin

Best Dressed
Dwayne Correia,
Marissa Torney

Most School Spirit
Jeff DiMarzio,
Allyson Perron

Class Clowns
Joe Bachand,
Katie Burke
Most Talkative
Bruce Palombo, Katie Sanderson

Quietest
Stan Gill, Andrea Dempsey

Most Flirtatious
Mike Laubinger, Heather Irving

Worst Drivers: Jen Ellis, Peter Murray
(Victim: Joe Bachand)

Most Confused
Jon Haglof, Adele Dunlop

1st

Most Athletic
Joe Rich, Elizabeth Martin

Class Artists
Toby Gray, Tracey Jenkins
Senior Superlatives

1st

Best Smile
Matt Pimental, Kim Lamson

Most Fun To Be With
Steven Mederios, Jamie Petkunas

Class Couple
Mason Harris, Renee Stella

Friendliest
Jeff Gomes, Kerin McKlusky

Class Musicians
Jamie Jones, Kara Krikorian

Best Friends
Ryan Roy, Mark Ferris

Best Friends
Rachel Sforza, Jen Hruniak
Whether working hard at studies, sports, or activities, B-R students always show pride in doing their best!
1. Expert golfer, Mark Ferris shows putting is all in the swing.
2. The inquiring minds of Mr. Heaslip and Mr. Vardack want Tammy Tower and Diane Curvelo to tell them all about Tech Prep.
4. Sarah Gillis and Colleen Donovan concentrate intensely on their math problems.
5. Lunch time is fun time for Caroline Webber, Bev McGoodwin, Kristine Day, and Lindsey Thompson.
6. Mike Kulibaba acts as our symbol of B-R pride.
1. The sugar in Skittles fuels Renee LeClair and Amy Donahue's studying.
2. Katleyn Petti smiles brightly as she receives an English award from Mr. Casabian.
3. Matt Poisson carefully aims his forehand.
4. Taking their free time to review, Lisa Langone, Jessica Gifford and Kenny Burnap study for their quarterly exam.
5. The warm sunshine reflects the red, white, and blue of Michelle LeClerc, Jen Resendes, and Jen Latham's school spirit.
6. Colleen Masefield and Marci Miranda take over Mr. Manning's office for National Honor Society.
1. King Jeff Gomes and Queen Christina McKinley enjoy the honor bestowed upon them.
2. Joe Putignano and Amy Toohey dance the night away.
3. Tim Monti shows his enthusiasm on the dance floor.
4. The mirror reflects Janelle Comita and her date Mark Podzon.
5. Sarah Gillis, Colleen Donovan, Allyson Perron, and Amy Surbut smile in anticipation of the prom.
The Junior prom was held at Lantana's in Randolph. "Oh What a Night" by the Four Seasons was voted as the prom song. Students dressed up in satin, lace and sequins for a night they would never forget. Wonderful memories were made throughout the night. Students eagerly awaited the crowning of the King and Queen as the night drew to an end. Although only two were chosen as King and Queen, everyone still felt like royalty. Students danced as the music played continuously through the night. As we look back on that unforgettable evening, we will all remember oh what a great night it was.

1. Kerry Mahoney and Jason Moberg share a moment at the prom.
2. The King and Queen of the prom pose with the runners up.
3. John Handricken and Stacey Pillsbury pose for their prom picture.
4. Todd Sylvester, Krystal Witkowski, and Danielle Reardon take a breather from dancing to smile for the camera.
On November 23, 1994 the students of B-R got all dressed up in red and white to show off their school spirit and pride. Highlights of the rally were the appearances of the Trojan Man and the tiger. Mrs. Ames and Mr. Holmes were selected as the best dressed faculty members. Performances were made by the cheerleaders, color guard and dance team. Mr. Buron gave a very encouraging speech to the football team. With the support of the entire school, the Trojans beat the Tigers in a 13-7 victory.

1. Trojan Man, Adam Rucker stomps the tiger (Ryan Roy).
2. The football team huddles and plans their strategies for the Thanksgiving Game.
3. The class of '96 manifests their school spirit.
4. Mr. Buron delivers his encouraging rally speech to the students of B-R.
On November 18, 1994, students from B-R dressed up for the annual Miss Regional Dance. There was an overwhelming turnout from all grades. As the music played throughout the night, students danced the night away. The highlight of the night was the crowning of Mr. and Miss Regional and their court. As the evening drew to an end, the students left with many unforgettable memories, eagerly waiting for next year's dance.

1. Mr. and Miss Regional, Jeff Dimarzio and Marissa Torney, pose for a group picture with their court.
2. Shawn Monaghan, Erin Neagle, Liz Martin and John Dzialo dance the night away.
3. David Guthrie, Rachel Sforza, Alan Andraneda and Jen Hruiniak rest between dances.
4. Ethan Weinheimer and Kathy Karahalis contemplate the beauty of the rose.
5. Mr. Kearney supervises as Jeff Gomes and Jeff Dimarzio welcome Shawn Herrmann to the dance.
1. Kristen Nivica, Erin Neagle and Jen Kane, clad in matching togas, strike a pose for the photographer.
2. Wiseman (Jeff Gomes) is surrounded by beautiful flowers (Allyson Perron and Jen Ellis).
3. Taryn Grady, Amy Surbutts and Kristen Pickett are stayin' alive.
4. Kelly Angeley shares a dance with Shawn Hermann.
5. Costumed seniors enjoy the last dance of the night.
The holiday party is an event eagerly anticipated by the senior class. This year's annual Senior Holiday Party was held on December 10, 1994. Seniors came in costumes of all sorts, from "Lady MacBeth" to "disco queens". Everyone had a good time singing, dancing, and participating in karaoke numbers. There were awards given for most original costumes. They were received by the three wise men and the three greek goddesses. Much fun was had at the Senior Holiday Party.

1. Bridget Wynn, Bridget Burstein, Marissa Torney and Katie Sanderson smile for a group picture.
2. Shanell Williams, April Mirabile, Kim Jones and Mandy Ford share the holiday spirit.
3. This group of seniors enjoys one of the karaoke numbers.
4. Mark Ferris, Jason Ohrenberger and Peter Riordan give new meaning to the phrase "Cowboys and Indians".
Over the years, seniors have been an inspiration to the underclassmen, acting as role models and leaders. Aspirations and goals have been set by underclassmen with this strong guidance. They learn by example and thus begin to make important decisions that may affect the entire student body. As the class of '95 graduates, underclassmen will be on their way to leadership at B-R.
1. Charlie Cataloni enjoys studying in the library.
2. Karla Morast, Caroline Webber and Michelle LaClerc get psyched before a game.
3. Kaitlyn Nadeau concentrates on her French homework.
4. Sean Monaghan is ready for action at the Semi-formal.
5. Brett Albert, Charles Lopresti, Peter Mailloux, Kenny Burnap, Guy Tomase, Julie Mackinnon, Kelly Hanes, Jess Devoe, Tanya Lee and Justin Owens hang together for a picture.
6. Racheal Young pauses for a moment to reflect on what she has just written.
7. Steve Lipinski concentrates on getting over his last hurdle.
8. The Junior Prom Committee gathers for a picture while dreaming of what their prom will be like.
Lunch is a great time to meet with friends.
Melissa Cuellar takes a break from class to smile for the camera.
Michelle Dempsey and Chris Connolly concentrate hard on their studies.
Heather MacLeod uses her creativity during her Life Skills class.
Erica Jaspon and Erica Smith take time out to smile for the camera.
David Russell

Jeffery Ryan

Mark Ryan

Jennifer Schleicher

Abigail Serenga

Nathaniel Sesin

Dennis Coyne contemplates the fundamental theories of math.

Arthur Sharpe

Brian Shinkus

Adam Silva

Cheryl Silva
Michelle LeClerc focuses intently on her homework.
Natalia Bennet and Billy Campbell share a slow dance at the semi-formal.
Good friends Evelyn Medina and Adrienne Evans smile for the camera.
Morgan Taylor and Derek Lennon find time to stop and smile during the fast-paced dance.
Denise Barry, a member of the Girls' Cross Country team, sprints to the finish line.
Amy Kirkcaldy, Monica McNally, and Michael Homer can't wait for class to start.
1. Mark Alexander, Jen Killea, and Ms. Perrone take time out from class to share a joke.
2. This group of sophomores enjoy themselves at a party.
3. Kevin Spry carefully measures his putting distance before making the shot.
4. Karla Morast shows off her pearly whites.
5. Monica McNally, and Beverly McGoodwin share a grin from ear to ear.
1. Good friends Jen Raleigh and Jen Burnap take time out from their routine to share a smile.
2. Jennifer Burnham trots up to the basket for a shot.
3. Nicole Mason anxiously awaits the bell.
4. Eric Shirosky, George Badavas, Lynsey Thomson, Lee Churchill, and Nedrah D'Souza are ready to cheer at the rally.
5. Kate O'Connor prepares for class.
6. Craig Clapp works carefully on his drafting project.
8. Danielle Boudreau listens enthusiastically to a lecture.
Katie Wentworth and Jessica Long share a hug at the semi-formal.
Kelly Tassie and Gianna Tiliakos take a break from dancing to pose for the camera.
Kerri Roderick concentrates on her cheer at the football game.

Kristine Fortini
Jennifer Frasier
Jess Frykholm
Amy Gardiner
Michael Gardner
Fonya Gately
Jill A. Germaine

Jess Frykholm
Amy Gardiner
Michael Gardner
Fonya Gately
Jill A. Germaine

Jason Hastings
Shelly Greer
Keith Gilchrist
Jessica Gill
Michael Giovannoni
Jennifer Gonsalves
Michele Gorman
Colleen Graves

Shelly Greer
Keith Gilchrist
Jessica Gill
Michael Giovannoni
Jennifer Gonsalves
Michele Gorman
Colleen Graves

Jess Frykholm
Amy Gardiner
Michael Gardner
Fonya Gately
Jill A. Germaine

Jessica Keith
Jessica Michael Jennifer Michele Colleen Gifford Gilchrist Giovanoni Gonsalves Gorman Graves

Andrew Harding
Kevin Joyce
Mattis Hudson Alyson Jafraze Daniel Isenor Shaun Jackson

Daniel Jacobs
Brian Jaspon
Mark Johnson
Kevin Joyce

Daniel Jacobs
Brian Jaspon
Mark Johnson
Kevin Joyce

Daniel Jacobs
Brian Jaspon
Mark Johnson
Kevin Joyce

Matthew Hudson Alyson Jafraze Daniel Isenor Shaun Jackson

Daniel Jacobs
Brian Jaspon
Mark Johnson
Kevin Joyce

Daniel Jacobs
Brian Jaspon
Mark Johnson
Kevin Joyce

Matthew Hudson Alyson Jafraze Daniel Isenor Shaun Jackson

Daniel Jacobs
Brian Jaspon
Mark Johnson
Kevin Joyce

Matthew Hudson Alyson Jafraze Daniel Isenor Shaun Jackson

Daniel Jacobs
Brian Jaspon
Mark Johnson
Kevin Joyce

Matthew Hudson Alyson Jafraze Daniel Isenor Shaun Jackson

Daniel Jacobs
Brian Jaspon
Mark Johnson
Kevin Joyce
Jenny Cabral and Christine Casey relax during junior lounge.
Kelly O'Keefe and Amy Rubino stop mid-dance to take a picture.
Jason Pritchard and Andrea Marachino enjoy a moment at the Miss Regional Dance.
1. Jess Curley stretches out during track practice.
2. Carli Mackin and Jen DiMarzio share a hug at the Miss Regional dance.
3. Kelly Murphy works on a perspective drawing while Steve Wilson looks on.
4. Jess Hamel struts her stuff during a half-time show.
1. Juniors show their school spirit before the Pep Rally.
2. A rally banner praises the junior class.
4. Liz Barboza studies quietly in the IMC.
5. Emilia Dahlin, Ulrike Schatton, Kerri Roderick, Jillian Bozza, Sarah Clapp, and Caitlin Wynn go trick-or-treating.
7. Tiffany Rice and Sam Phaneuf laugh at the boys' dance number at the rally.
8. Sarah Washburn shows her school spirit with her face-painting skills.
With the eroding conditions of today's professional sports, it is comforting to know that high school sports still continue to be as strong as ever. One big difference between amateur athletes and professional athletes is that amateurs play for the love and the thrill of the game. Most professional athletes are in the business for the money. The love of a sport drives some high school athletes to devote hours of their free time to practice. They commit themselves to the game and take on the responsibility of being part of a team.
1. Jon Tracy gets ready to make the play at third base.
2. Brian Parry, Brian Hughes, and Pat Monahan get ready to surge ahead of their opponents in the two mile.
4. Taking it in stride, Mike LeClerc leaps the hurdle.
5. Jeff DiMarzio throws as he is hit by a pursuing Weymouth defender.
6. Chrissy DeAndrade gets ready for the pitch.
7. Captain of the Boys' Soccer team, Dave Ford is ready to defend his territory.
8. Returning the serve, Allyson Perron shows her strength.
The 1995 season was bitter-sweet in several ways. Expectations were high after a thrilling 22-13 victory over highly ranked Quincy. Super Bowl excitement gripped BR as the Trojans compiled a perfect 5-0 record. Unfortunately, setbacks against Barnstable and Weymouth spoiled any chance of a trip to Boston University on December 4. Ironically, Falmouth (whom BR annihilated 40-12) represented the Old Colony League in the Division 1B Super Bowl. The past season had great players and outstanding accomplishments. Captains Steve Medeiros, Jeff Gomes, and Jeff DiMarzio led a strong well balanced team. The Line, both offense and defense, anchored the '94 BR squad. They drew numerous comments throughout the OCL on their outstanding size and quickness. Behind the enormous BR line, Matt Pauline rushed for over 900 yards in just 8 games. On defense, BR stifled rival offenses, led by the tenacious hitting of John Ferran and Steve Medeiros. Also on Defense, Junior Safety Jay McGrath set the single game interception record with 4 against North Quincy. The '96 season should prove to be a successful. Coach Burton should expect a team with strong contributions from both Juniors and Seniors.

1. Defender Steve Medeiros homes in on a very unlucky ball carrier.
2. A futile attempt is made by the blocker as Kenny Collins sprints by.
3. It's going to take more than one tackler to get Ken Barnard down.
4. This ball carrier has nowhere to run as he is engulfed by Derek Lennon.
5. Captains Steve Medeiros (82), Jeff DiMarzio (21), and Jeff Gomes (79) take the field for the opening coin toss.
6. The fine-tuned B-R offense prepares to assault the defense.
7. The ball prepares to split the uprights on the extra point for Steve Medeiros.
8. B-R gets the first down.
1. Coach Buron offers words of wisdom to the B-R offense during a time-out.
2. Zeroed in on the football, no offensive blocker can stop Eric Maw.
3. Mike Crowley takes a moment's rest in between plays.
4. "Come on Coach, I'm really good, I swear!"
5. Touchdown!
6. Another flawless play is about to take shape for the B-R offense.
7. The Football team poses for a picture.
8. As Dimarzio takes the snap from center, Mike Tarentino and Ben Lake prepare to punish the Plymouth defense.

The Field Hockey team finished second in the Old Colony League with a record of 3 wins, 1 loss and 6 ties. Its overall record was 6-6-8. The team qualified for the MIAA Tournament. With a predominantly senior squad, team expectations were high, but the team had difficulty scoring. Both players and coaches were frustrated by a season dominated by 1-0 wins; 0-1 losses; and ties of 0-0 and 1-1. The high point of the season was the MIAA tournament when everything fell into place with a 6-2 victory over Franklin in the preliminary round. Although the team lost to Norwood 3-1 in the First Round, the girls played well and were proud to represent B-R.

1. Searching for the ball, Meredith Costa marks her opponent.
2. Jen Kane stands ready.
3. Rene Stella cuts to the ball.
4. With total concentration, Allyson Perron dribbles up the field.
5. With intense speed, Jennifer Kane beats her opponent to the ball, while Allyson Perron supports behind her.
6. Kim Lamson attempts to steal the ball from her opponent.
7. With great power, Marci Mangelson drives the ball up the field.
8. The hard working team gathers for a group picture.

1. Before the game, Coach Casabian encourages Jessica Goveia and Nicole Bedard.
2. Anticipating a goal attempt, Amy Surbutz prepares to block the shot.
3. Focusing on the play, Meaghan Clifford cuts for a pass.
4. Right wing Rene Stella charges the net in hope of a goal.
5. In good offensive position, Kim Larson blocks up the free hit.
6. Nicole Bedard stops to assess the field situation.
7. Defending their goal, Amy Surbutz, Alyson Perron and Kim Larson hurry out of the net.
8. Jen Kane and Alyssa Pacy sprint up the field.
9. With a watchful eye, Jessica Goveia anticipates the next play.
A strong finish by the boys' basketball team boosted them into the State Tournament again this year. The Trojans were led by captains Joe Rich, Tony Colozzi, and Joe Bachand. Seven seniors, including Tony Piers, Adam Rucker, Dwayne Correia, and Corey Lima, made for a good starting lineup. With many promising underclassmen, the basketball team is looking forward to another successful season next year.
1. Tony Piers handles the ball on top.
2. Adam Rucker blocks the opponent, allowing Joe Rich to make the shot.
4. Amidst two Barnstable players, Tony Colozzi gets a good look at the hoop.
5. The basketball team poses for a team picture.
6. Joe Rich gets a step on his defender and drives toward the hoop.
7. Dwayne Correia races ahead of the pack on a fast break away.
8. B-R players battle for the rebound.

Bridgewater-Raynham's Girls' Basketball team has excelled again with a 12-2 record this season. Led by team captains Jen Stone and Liz Martin, the Lady Trojans have made it to post season play offs for the 10th straight year. This team has worked hard, and the effort shows. Coach Cuniff believes they are an impressive defensive team with outstanding team effort from all the girls.

1. Caroline Mackin concentrates on the ball before making her free throw.
2. Marci Mangelson looks for an opening before dribbling down the court.
3. Marissa Torney watches carefully as she prepares for her next move.
4. Blocking her opponent, Bridget Wynn searches for the ball.
6. Liz Martin, confident in her ability, stands ready to score.
7. The B-R Girls' Basketball Team gathers for a group photo.

1. Disappointment shows on the players' faces as the final winds down.
2. Running like greased lightning, Kaitlyn Wynn dribbles the ball.
3. Determined to score, Bridget Burstein shoots the ball.
4. Melissa Muise searches for an opening before she throws the ball.
5. With a rush of adrenaline, Liz Martin leaps off the floor for a shot.
6. With her eyes glued to the ball, Jennifer Stone readies herself for her next move.
7. Caroline Mackin charges to the net in attempt to score.
8. Jen Di Marzio is undaunted by her opponent.
Boys' Soccer

Twelve returning seniors made for a bright outlook for the 94 season. However, two heartbreaking losses set the tone early. The Trojans finished 10-7-2, fourth in the OCL. Captains Joe Cruza, Dave Ford, Jon Haglof, Matt Malone, and Andy Gentile led the team through a tough season. Goalie Bruce Palombo protected the goal, while both Kevin Joyce and Jason Rabouin contended for the League Scoring Title. Patrick Baldwin and Michael McGovern were the heart of the Trojans defense which saved many games.

1. Jon Haglof carries the ball through a hole in the midfield.
2. Bruce Palombo prepares to defend the goal for the Trojans.
3. Stepping in front of an attacker, Andrew Gentile wins the ball for B-R.
4. Concentrating on the ball, Matt Malone is ready to go on the attack.
6. Patrick Baldwin gains control in the air on a head ball.
7. Mike McGovern beats his defender and heads for the goal.
8. Joe Cruza defends his territory.
The Girls’ Soccer team had a successful season with their 11-7 record. They made it to the state tournament with the help of strong goalies Katie O’Connor and Erin Noyes. Bridget Burstein, Lee Churchill, Rachel Young, and Jess Tracy led a solid defense. Jen DiMarzio, Marissa Torney, Liz Martin, Erin O’Connor, and Lindsey Thompson were all key offensive players. Next year’s season looks promising with the return of many talented underclassmen.
Boys' Cross Country

The Boys' Cross Country team was coached by Mr. Bill Jennings. The team went far beyond their expectations this year. They had a record of seven wins and only one loss. The team produced five All-Stars: Joe Bachand, Brian Hughes, Pat Monahan, Mark Podzon, and Shaun Sullivan. The team displayed excellent sportsmanship qualities. The team won the OCL meet for the first time and they also won the Brown Invitational. Congratulations on a very successful season.

1. No one else to be seen in sight, as Jason Boyd, Nick Yafrate, Brian Dupois, Jack Walsh finish with another win on their minds.
2. Brian Hughes thinks, "Let's just see if you can catch me."
3. Joe Bachand gets ready to ask Mike Donachie if he has seen any rabbits.
4. Let the race begin, as the old chant goes, "Let the rabbit go boys."
5. The B-R boys (Chuck Lopresti, Shaun Sullivan, Pat Monahan, Joe Bachand, Mark Podzon, Mike Donachie) cross country team show us the power they have over their opponents.
6. Pat Monahan and Mark Podzon work together as clean up crew.
7. B-R boys cross country team.

2. In the lead, Jen Silva and Denise Barry focus on leading their team to victory.

3. Is this the Girls' Cross Country team or the cheerleading squad?

4. Oh, must be the Girls' Cross Country team.

5. Jen Courcy runs to bring the team to a victory.

6. Kaitlin Kerrigan tries her hardest to finish the race.

7. Kim Anderson and Laura Clement race to the finish.

8. Laura Clement strives to produce valuable points for the team.

The Girls' Cross Country team was coached by Mrs. Wheaton. They had a fun season with many meets ending in close scores. The season ended with a record of 2-6. The girls put their best effort forward. The captains, Jen Silver and Jill Weigold, led the youngest team in the league. Other runners include Kim Anderson, Amy Andreucci, Denise Barry, Laura Clement, Janelle Comita, Jen Courcy, Jess Curley, Tara Doody, Renee Grenier, Kaitlin Kerrigan, Gina Palumbo, and Morgan Taylor. The future of the Girls' Cross Country team looks bright.
The B-R Boy's Winter Track team had an overall tough season with a record of 3-3. The boys excelled and received second place at the O.C.L. league meet. Strong performances by Brian Hughes (mile), Pat Monahan (two mile), Mark Podzon (1000yd.), Matt Oruz (600), Brian McLaughlin (300), Steve Kimball (50), Jim Ciulla and Scott Huddy (high hurdles) helped them with wonderful performances. There are many talented underclassmen who will continue the team's success next year.

1. Russ Tatro throws with all his effort to help the B-R Trojans go for a win in the shot put.
2. Mark Podzon is at his best in the 1000 yard dash.
3. With great form Toby Gray finishes the 300 yard dash.
4. After a big victory, the boys on the Winter Track team pig-pile on each other.
5. Ted Sargent clears the high jump bar during the track meet versus Weymouth High School.
6. All the effort of his upper body and powerful legs are the qualities that Mike Tarentino has to offer in the shot put.
7. The Boys' Winter Track team poses for a picture.
The girls’ winter track team gets together for a group shot.

2. Friends will last forever between teammates Merideth Costa and Jessica Goveia.

3. Karen Winger soars over the 50 yard dash hurdle against the always powerful Weymouth.

4. Jen Silva has the heart, courage, and strength to endure a long two-mile race.

5. Marci Miranda and Collen Donovan pull away from Weymouth in a great race during the 600 yard dash.

6. Angela Corrieri and Chelsea McCarty sit and chat about how the girls are doing in the track meet.

7. Working through the finish in the 600 yard dash, Sarah Gillis takes yet another five points for the teams.

The Girl’s Winter Track team pulled out an unbelievable 4-2 record this season in the O.C.L. They were coached by Mrs. Wheaton and led by captains Merideth Costa, Sarah Gillis and Kara Krikorian. The one thousand yard dash was performed by senior Jessica Goveia, the six hundred yard dash by Sarah Gillis, and the three hundred yard dash by Rachael Young. 50 yard hurdlers Jill Weigold, Janelle Comitta, and Laura Clement were led by Kara Krikorian. The shot put thrower was Jen Pyne, and the high jumper was Jen Cutting. All of these athletes helped to contribute to an outstanding season for the Girl’s Winter Track team.

Girls’ Winter Track
Boys' Tennis

The B-R Boys' Tennis Team showed great potency and achievement. With a record of 16-2, the team soared beyond their highest expectations with hard work and talent. Most of the credit for this outstanding season goes to Coach Pimental. Choosing the lineup and providing steady instruction every day, Coach Pimental created a winning team. Co-captains Dan Burstein and Jim Giovanoni were excellent team leaders and skillful players. They guided the team to the desired State Tournament. A great deal of credit is due to the starting players. Playing to their potential were singles players Eric Rogers, Jim Giovanoni and Chris Stevenson. Dan Burstein and Mike Botelho, along with Scott Jacobek and P.J.Murry, performed outstanding doubles action.

1. Scott Jacobek winds up for a forehand smash.
2. An extended follow through is shown by Ryan Prophett.
3. A hustling P.J. Murray tracks down a groundstroke on the baseline.
4. Demonstrating proper technique for a backhand volley, Mike Giovanoni places the ball cross court.
5. Steve Souto carefully shows his touch with the volley.
6. A patient Eric Rogers waits for the return of the serve.
7. Kevin Cyr hits a smooth forehand down the line.
8. The skillful and committed Boys' Tennis Team poses for a team picture.
1. Jen Ellis awaits the serve.
2. Allyson Perron takes a quick breather between serves.
3. The 1995 Girls Tennis Team poses for the camera.
4. Katie Sanderson goes for a return.
5. Kerin McLuskey prepares to return a volley.
6. Katie Sanderson swings high for the ball.
7. Bridget Burstein drives the ball toward her opponent.

The B-R Girls' Tennis Team, led by senior captain Kerry Hutchinson finished the season with a 12-6 record. Kerry Hutchinson controlled first singles all season. Before dropping out halfway through the season, Danielle Shevalier had an impressive record of 9-2 at second singles. Along with juniors Katie Sanderson, Bridget Burstein, Kerin McLuskey, Jen Ellis, and Allyson Perron, seniors Amy Perkins, Krissy Hubbard, Amy DiMarzio and Elisa Freeman all played well. Because the team was hampered by many injuries and illnesses, we look forward to a more healthy and successful season in 1995.
Bridgewater-Raynham baseball fans will see an exciting and successful season this year. A majority of the team is made up of South Sectional Finalists. A strength of this season's line-up is the pitching. Both Tim Riley and Derek Lennon are pitchers to watch. In the infield, Eric Margie, Ryan Roy, Eric Folmar, and Jon Tracy are returning starters. The outfield consists of the talented trio Derek Lennon, Tony Emberg, and Ed Kelleher. Behind the plate stands catcher Nathan Crossman, Greg Manos, or Ian Burnham. This great line-up will be tough to beat in 1995.

1. Jeff Gomes watches the game from the sidelines with other teammates.
2. Tony Emberg sends the ball soaring with ease.
3. B-R's catcher Nathan Crossman gets ready to catch the ball.
5. B-R's Junior Varsity Baseball team takes a time out.
6. Pitcher Tim Riley practices for the big game.
7. Eric Margie takes a practice swing.
1. The Girls’ Softball Team lines up for the camera.
2. Waiting for the ball, third baseman Katie Wentworth anticipates the play.
3. At the plate, Courtney Rego waits for the pitch.
4. Chrissy Deandre lays down a bunt, as Paula Lennon cheers her on.
5. Jessica Wise winds up for the pitch.
6. First baseman Adele Dunlop concentrates on the batter.
7. In a ready position, shortstop Katie O’Conner prepares for the doubleplay.

Coached by Mr. Dillon, the Girls’ Softball team enjoyed a highly successful season. This hardworking, highly competitive and enthusiastic group of players felt their winning season was the result of teamwork and long hours of practice together. The Lady Trojans won an invitation to the State Tournament for the first time in three years. Unfortunately the team suffered a heartbreaking 2-1 loss against Middleboro in the first round of competition. The team looks forward to another winning season.
The Boys' Spring Track team ended the season with a 3-4-1 record. All the losses were close with a 2-3 point difference. They did manage to have a good season, tying for third place in the Old Colony League. The team finished third overall. Captains Mark Peterson, Brian Hughes, and Jeff Palopoli led the team through the season. Many promising underclassmen will lead the team to victory next year.

1. Mark Podzon soars through the air with magnificent effort in the long jump.
2. Pat Monahan smiles as his opponents try to keep up with his pace.
3. Jason Ohrenberger puts all his effort into throwing the javelin.
4. Mark Ferris clears the bar in the high jump.
5. Chris Hunt, Jim Cuilla, and Scott Huddy give their opponents a challenge while jumping the hurdles.
6. Smiling at the thought of victory, Brian Hughes runs to the front.
7. The Boys’ Spring Track team takes time out for a group picture.
1. With a real successful season the girls' track team will be looked at as a real power in the OCL.
2. Jessica Goveia shows us why other teams are scared at the thought of having to race her.
3. Kara and Tammi Krikorian are kicking in to pass their opponents.
4. Sara Gillis is focused and ready to run the 400 yard dash.
5. Jill Weigold is one hurdle closer to finishing.
6. Jessica Goveia, Renee Gregory, Colleen Donovan, Jill Weigold and Meredith Costa enjoying themselves at the spring track party.
7. Take it in stride, with nothing to hide, Laura Clement goes for it with an all out effort.

The B-R Girls track team, along with their new coaches, Coach Hazard and Coach Urban, put all their efforts and pride into reaching and exceeding their potential. By working together as a team and helping each other, the girls maintained their standard of excellence. Leading the team were Jessica Goveia, Jen Pyne, Meredith Costa, Kara Krikorian, Sara Gillis, Kaitlin Kerrigan, Emilia Dahlin, Jen Silva, Janelle Comita, Jill Weigold, Laura Clement, and Racheal Young.
The '95 B-R golf team was surprising. With the loss of last year's Senior starters, the team seemed to be facing a mediocre season, but Coach Pimental was optimistic. He worked hard with co-captains Mark Ferris and Ryan Roy to construct an effective starting lineup. The team started off slowly with a record of 2-5; but with increased practice and instruction, they finished with a greatly improved 10-7 record. Golfers Alex Kamp, Tim Rogers, Eric Rogers, Matt Kowalewski, Kevin Spry, Jim Timinck and Greg Stelmach manifested their sportsmanship and skill, helping the team to a surprisingly bright season. The season culminated with the B-R Golf team participating in the State Tournament.

1. Kevin Spry follows his drive off the first tee.
2. Matt Kowalewski watches his approach shot to the green.
3. Putting practice is important for Alex Kamp.
4. Jim Timinck waits eagerly to make his shot.
5. Great ease and confidence on the green are shown by captain Mark Ferris.
6. Coach Pimental always finds time to advise his players.
7. Recognizing that a good shot is crucial here, captain Ryan Roy calculates his yardage.
8. The B-R Golf Team pictured here demonstrated great skill and devotion.

1. The 1994-95 BR Wrestling Team
2. Eric Maw forces his opponent to the mat.
3. Ernest Grennon attempts to turn his opponent over with a half nelson.
4. John Ferrari prepares to pin a Weymouth wrestler.
5. Gabe Simpson winds up for a cross face.
6. A Weymouth wrestler expresses agony in Peter Reed's cradle.
7. Andy Folmar fights off an attempted take-down.

Coach Stan Holmes was pretty happy with his '94-'95 wrestling team. They finished 2nd in the Marshfield Holiday Tournament and participated in the Division I South Sectionals. In a matter of two weeks, the team lost 4 of it's 5 seniors, including all 3 of it's captains. With an abundance of underclassmen, the team was able to complete an impressive season. Seniors P. Reed and E. Maw, along with captains E. Folmar and M. Crowley battled off injuries to have succesful seasons. Juniors and sophomores including F. Maloney, D. McLaren, J. Podzon, B. Albert, D. Lennon, E. Grennon, and A. Kamp all had good seasons for the Trojans. Some of the team's "Freshman Sensations" include S. Dorr, A. Folmar, and J. Oliveira.
This year's Gymnastics team had an excellent season. They finished with a record of 6-4. The '94-'95 team beat the school record with a total of 122.95 points. They also seeded 10th in the South Sectionals and came out eighth. The team was led by captains Emilia Dahlin, Jess Gifford, Beth O'Connell, Kim Pierson, and Renee Silvia. Adding great strength to the team was Kim Gill, Jen Dolan, Christie MacKinnon, and Ulrike Schalton, an exchange student from Germany. Other contributing gymnasts were Natasha Bennett, Chris Campbell, Nicole Carter, Jen Doerr, Elaine Guascani, Julie MacKinnon, and Jen Magnifico.
1. All eyes are on the ice during another exciting Trojans hockey game.
2. Mason Harris moves in for the kill.
3. B-R's Ice Hockey team poses on the ice.
4. Cliff Oliver fires a blistering slap shot headed directly towards the opposing net.
5. Coach gives some final words of wisdom before the Trojans head back on the ice.
6. A hard fought battle for the puck is about to be won by Miles McKinnon.
7. Once again Roberson denies the opposing squad a much needed goal.

Before the '94 hockey season began, expectations ran high. The Trojans had both the O.C.L. title and a berth in the state tournament in mind. Unfortunately, injuries and several other factors led to a season which fell short of BR's expectations. The Trojans had many individual talents. Captains Mason Harris and Jeff Dimarzio led the team to a highly successful season. Harris proved to be a potent goal scorer along with Joe Crowley. Dimarzio put fear in the hearts of opposing skaters with his vicious body checks. Junior Cliff Oliver was also a force to be reckoned with when it came to checking. Tom Roman had a productive season on defense, being the only player on the B-R Hockey team to be an All Star. Freshman goalie Mike Roberson is a bright spot for the future.
Our clubs and organizations are an important part of high school. They help us meet new friends, show our talents, and create memories for us to recall. Performing in school plays and being a cheerleader, or dance squad member are some ways we show our school spirit. Showing our love for music by being a member in the band or facing challenges in the math club are other ways to make high school memories. We will always remember these special events as we go on our way.
1. After a wonderful performance, members of the Pajama Game relax at the cast party.
2. Members of the National Honor Society gather after the induction ceremony.
3. Pajama stitchers, Andrea Marochino and Christine Casey take a break from sewing.
4. Kelly Murphy and her friend Julio pose for a picture.
5. Students and Mr. Cheverfils prepare to launch their balloons.
6. Eric Howard and Jamie Jones show off their style at the Miss Regional Dance.
7. Kelly Murphy buries her feet in the sand after flying her kite at Horseneck beach.
8. After performing in the *Pajama Game*, Andrea Marochino and Peter Riordan throw a smile our way.
1. Jason Pritchard plays the trumpet with pride.
2. Concentrating on the game, Austin Glass watches the B-R football team.
3. Drum major Jamie Jones conducts the band.
4. The clarinet section lines up for the halftime show.
5. The enthusiastic drumline captures everyone's attention.
6. Band members march proudly with their instruments.
7. Andrea Marochino twirls her flag during halftime.
8. Evan Riordan plays for the crowd.
9. Chris O'Brien concentrates on his music as he plays the flute.
10. Brian Jaspon smiles for the camera while sitting with the band.
The Bridgewater-Raynham Marching Band is a very dedicated group of young, talented musicians. All the members show their dedication by practicing and preparing for competitions. All their hard work pays off when they compete and perform to their utmost ability.

The school band is appreciated at B-R. During football games and pep rallies they cheer the players on to victory. Dedication and long hours of practice lead to outstanding performances enjoyed by many.

1. Tim O’Donnell stands ready for his performance.
2. Jason Pritchard glances at the crowd during the halftime show.
3. Eddie Kelliher waits patiently for his turn to play the quads.
4. Austin Glass and Ray Perkins march onto the field playing their sousaphones.
5. Matt Boyden pounds out the beat as the band marches onto the field.
6. Drum majors Jamie Jones and Kevin Horrocks lead the band.
7. Marc Macrina stands at attention.
The B-R Drama Class had one of the most exciting years ever. They began with a hilarious episode of TV's *The Honeymooners*. The $99,000 Answer starred Shawn Twomey and Mary Boloton.

Next they performed Neil Simon's "Rumors" which included strong performances by Nate Wentworth and Bo Stevenson. B-R then took its show on the road traveling to the Mass. Drama Guild competition held in Swansea. They brought "Hope is the Thing with Feathers", a timeless play with all male characters played brilliantly by an almost all female cast. James Henderson was the exception as brought home a prestigious acting award for his efforts. The B-R Drama Class remains an exciting environment for students to learn about every aspect of the theater.

1. Kelly Murphy recites lines from Rumors.
2. Nate Wentworth watches the play production from a quiet corner.
3. Director, Mr. de Castro, observes his performers during rehearsal.
4. Shawn Twomey, Katie Wentworth, Scott Peters and Brandt Johnson listen intently as Rumors rolls on.
5. Natalia Johnson, Jana Weinstein, and Kelly Murphy take time out to laugh at Master Thesian, Brandt Johnson.

The cast includes, from left to right, Jen Avitable, Kerin Tierney, Nate Wentworth, Erin Neagle, Natalia Johnson, Mary Boloton, Brandt Johnson, Jana Weinstein, Scott Peters, Timothy Almeida, Bo Stevenson, and Shawn Twomey, kneeling, Tracy Jenkins, James Henderson; painting, Adrienne Peruzzi.

An important part of the school's music program is the B-R chorus. This year the chorus, directed by Paul Peterson, performed in three concerts, two in the winter and their traditional spring Pops concert. The songs that were popular with the audience included "White Christmas", Winter Wonderland", "Shenandoah", and a spiritual medley entitled "Soon I Will Be Done". They have given concerts at nursing homes in both Bridgewater and Raynham. They also performed at the middle and junior high schools.

1. Mr. Peterson, the chorus director, gets the beat going.
Led by captains Marybeth McDonagh and Andrea Marochino, the B-R Color Guard saw new beginnings this year. Costumes were added to coincide with the "pirate theme" of this year's show. Also new this season was the concept of dance. With the help of a choreographer, the girls added some new steps to jazz up their routine. Not without hard work, the guard enjoyed performing at parades, football games, competitions and the pep rally. They hope to have just as much fun in the years to come.

1. Andrea Marochino twirls her flag with pride.
3. Shanelle Williams performs during the half-time show.
4. Members of the Color Guard include: M. McDonough, T. Wood, S. Williams, L. Caffelle, and A. Marochino.

Led by captain Andrea Dempsey, Bridgewater-Raynham's dance squad performed unforgettable routines. Along with the band and color guard, they performed in numerous competitions and parades. During football games, they helped raise the crowd's enthusiasm. The team, mostly made up of underclassmen, looks forward to future performances at such events as the prep rally and the Thanksgiving game.

2. Laurie Principe dances up a storm.
3. Together, Laurie Principe and Amy McGarry lead the squad.
4. Cold weather doesn't stop Jen Raleigh, Katie Perkins, and Danielle Kisil from practicing.
2. Factory workers, Matt Ozug and James Henderson fix the broken sewing machine.
3. Poopsie (Jess Hamel) and Max (Pete Ajemian) take a moment to pose for a picture after a great show.
4. The Sleep Tite Pajama Factory workers race with the clock.
5. Mr. Hasler and Mabel (Wade Harposition and Heather Clapp) pledge their devotion to the Sleep Tite Pajama Company.
6. The steam heat boys, along with their choreographer Kelly Moore, take a breather after their spectacular performance.
7. Director Dave Goldman makes the final touches on Christine Casey’s makeup before showtime.
8. Prez (Dan Bacon) flirts with factory worker, Andrea Marochino.
9. Hines (Pete Riordan) disapprovingly eyes Gladys’ (Danielle Buckley) work.
On May 12, 13, and 14 the B-R Music Department performed Richard Bissell's *The Pajama Game*. The audience watched the factory workers of the Sleep Tite Pajama Company go on strike for a seven and a half cent raise.

The play was directed by David L. Goldman. In starring roles were Britt Erickson, Jamie Jones, Danielle Buckley, Dan Bacon, and Peter Riordan. In strong supporting roles were Wade Harpootlian, Heather Clapp, and Erin Ayers.

The set was designed and built by Mr. Jack Phaneuf. The pit band was conducted by Mr. Peterson. Ms. Lisa White and Ms. Janice Issa also helped make the show a wonderful success.

---

1. Babe (Britt Erickson) denies that she's "in love."
2. Joe, Prez, Mae, Brenda (Ted Hutchinson, Dan Bacon, Erin Ayers, and Carrie Spearin) discuss the strike proposal.
3. Mae (Erin Ayers) and Michelle Moriello enjoy their day at the Sleep Tite Pajama Company Picnic.
4. Babe and Sid (Britt Erickson and Jamie Jones) deny their love for each other.
5. Poopsie (Jess Hamel) bets that Sid Sorokin "cries like a little boy."
6. This poster provides a momento of three evenings of hard work.
7. Kerri Resmini, Carrie Spearin, Michelle Moriello, and Caitlin Condon go to sleep in "Time Study Man."
This year's Bridgewater-Raynham Football cheerleaders were advised and coached by Susan Heaslip. The girls helped to encourage everyone to attend the football games. The support of the cheerleaders gave the football the esteem to play well. They helped to promote spirit and sportsmanship as they defined the meaning of dedication. They're looking forward to competing in the State Competition in the spring. They hope that all their hard work will pay off.

1. Caught in the spirit of the game, the B-R cheerleaders liven up the crowd.
2. Kerin Tardiff stands ready to cheer.
3. The B-R football cheerleaders entertain the crowd during halftime.
4. Holding steady, the B-R cheerleaders show how close to the top they really are.
5. During the pep rally the Trojan cheerleaders help to excite the fans.
6. In great formation, the Trojan cheerleaders smile as they end a perfect performance.
The B-R Ski Club is one of the most popular clubs in the school. Students may join dozens of trips to the best ski resorts in New England. If you love to ski or want to learn, this is the club for you! Lessons are offered at Blue Hills for both beginners and experts to polish techniques between trips. The club motto is "Let it snow! Let it snow!"

1. "Get the sled!" Alycia Pacey lies in the snow after a fall.
2. Corey Weatherby and Nicole Chouinard hug to keep warm on a cold skiing day.
3. Rene Stella takes a break from a long run.
4. After a long day on the slopes, Ryan Prophett and Bruce Palumbo prepare for the long trip home.
5. Jon Haglof smiles as he anticipates a day on the slopes.
6. Mike Laubinger, Rene Stella and Alycia Pacy stretch out before hitting the ski trails.
7. After a long winter of almost no snow Jen Latham, Tim Pauline, and Sara Clapp are ready to fly down those mountains!
8. Ski Club officers: Mike McGovern, Jon Haglof, Jason Ohrenburger, Kevin Cyr, Bruce Palombo and Ryan Prophett.
The National Honors Society is the representation of academic excellence in B-R. These students meet strict regulations to be inducted into the Nippenickett chapter. This year the National Honors Society, advised by Mr. Manning ran a fund raiser for the Salvation Army by running a collection in Home Rooms, among other activities.

1. Marci Miranda, Katie Sanderson, and Marissa Torney present a donation to a Salvation Army Representative.


The members of SADD attempt to promote awareness of the dangers of driving under the influence of alcohol. As a reminder not to drink and drive, particularly during holiday seasons and proms, members tie red ribbons to cars belonging to faculty and students of Bridgewater and Raynham.

1. Kate Lucius and Rhiannaon Madden tie red SADD ribbons on car antennas in the school parking lot.

2. Marissa Torney puts a reminder of safety on Eric Margie's car.

3. SADD members pose for a group picture.

The World Affairs Club participates in two very important events. While participating in the Model U.N., students learn about foreign affairs as they represent a country and discuss various problems that face these nations. At the Model Congress the members stay in Boston for three days, while learning about the jobs of delegates.

The math team participates in a league of 25 teams. They compete four times a year within the league. Of the 25 teams seven qualify for the playoffs. This year the Bridgewater-Raynham team finished forth overall and first in their division. This performance qualified them for the playoffs and the State Tournament. This year's team is made up of 25 students including seniors Matt Poisson, Stan Gill, Patti Sylvia, and Mark Ferris.


2. Members of the Math Team share their knowledge with Mr. Moscardelli while reviewing for a meet.
The members of the Weightlifting Club are motivated and energetic individuals. These teenagers work hard to keep their bodies healthy. This group varies from off-season athletes to health-conscious students. With help from Mr. Lennon, the members are learning new weightlifting techniques. They will benefit from these habits for years to come.


2. Shawn Keith lifts weights while Bubba Stanley spots him.

3. Mike Kennon strains to do sit-ups.

4. Chris Leantt concentrates on finishing his set.

5. Derek Lennon receives help from his dad, Mr. Lennon.

6. Leanne Shea checks to see how many miles she's completed on the bike.

7. Bubba Stanley lifts the bar one more time before finishing his set.

8. Kevin Pacheco concentrates on building up his forearms.
Bridgewater-Raynham's Foreign Language Club, headed by Mr. Diaz, is one of the school's largest organizations. This year, club members participated in many culturally-enriching activities. The two biggest events were the trip to Montreal in October and the International Dinner in December. The trip to Montreal provided club members with an excellent opportunity to explore this historically-rich city and put their French skills to good use. The International Dinner is an easily accessible forum for students to taste many foreign foods and cook something from their own culture for their fellow students to enjoy. In addition to these activities, the Foreign Language Club is planning a trip to Santo Domingo in the Caribbean.

1. Jackie Cipriani, Katie O'Connor, Katlin Chaves, and Katie Berry prepare to feast at the fiesta.
2. Tara Luchetti and Kristie Cronin sample many different cultural cuisines at the fiesta.
3. Mr. Diaz laughs as he picks through the trash.
5. Good friends Julie Dembro, Shannon Sullivan, Nicole Kamen and Jess Varem enjoy themselves before eating.
6. Joe Monestere smiles for the camera before devouring his delicious cupcake.
7. Members of the Foreign Language Club gaze in awe at the spread before them.
8. The members of the Foreign Language pose for a group picture.
The Science Club sponsors science related field trips. They went to the Museum of Science in Boston to a DNA Fingerprinting lab in October. Members shown below include: first row, Charles Catalano, Scott Lewis, Lauren Marcinkiewics, Ryan Prophett, Robyn Cardello; second row, Luke Carol, Andy Harding, Jon Paine, Jess Curl, Samantha Phaneuf; last row, Ms. Kelly, Paul DiBenedetto, Mandy Miranda, Emilia Dahlin, and Tiffany Rice.

Five students from B-R gave up the last Saturday of their school vacation to represent their school at the Regional Science Bowl. The team members: Seniors; David Gough and Patti Sylvia, Juniors; Marci Mangleson, Karen Zakrewski, and Carli Sousa. The team is coached by B-R Physics teacher, Elizabeth Calef.

This “Jeopardy” type format with questions from all areas of science, mathematics, and computer. The morning preliminary competitions are arranged by drawing lots and B-R won its first competition easily. Unfortunately being matched up against the ultimate 1st and 3rd place winning teams. B-R lost the next two preliminary matches. The team placed 20th in a field of 32 teams.

The team has made B-R proud with their competitiveness. The team enjoyed training for the event and also the competition itself.

The Science Olympiad team is in its fourth year at B-R. Thirty team members are coached by Mrs. Calef and captained by Pete Riordan, Mark Ferris, and Jason Ohrenberger. The team competed in four league meets this year and finished in second place! The league competitions prepare the team for the first state competition. The goal of the Science Olympiad team is to foster competition and interest in science.

Twenty-three students from B-R participated in the Regional Science Olympiad held at Bridgewater State College, on March 4th. B-R's team earned the right to compete in the State Science Olympiad meet at M.I.T. on April 8th as a result of their performance.

The Science Olympiad is a National Organization that tries to promote science by competition. Students compete in groups of two in all areas of science. The events range from working a problem through a logical manner to the construction of a tower and car that will carry an egg 10 meters without breaking it. This is B-R's 4th year participating in the Science Olympiad, the past three years as a member of the Southeastern Mass. league. The league consists of teams from Dedham, Norton, Easton, Medway, Medfield and B-R (now ranked 2nd in the league).

B-R Regional meet honors:
1st place- Tower- Jason Ohrenberger designed the lightest tower (17.1 grams) that had to hold and succeeded to hold 20kg (44lbs).
3rd place- Write It/Do It- Nicole Robbins and Carli Sousa must describe how to reconstruct a model in writing without pictures, the other person then built the model from their partner's directions without ever seeing the model.

3rd place- Scrambler- Designed by Peter Riordan with help from Carolyn Moore, Ian Dobbs, Brian Hughes, and Eric Lee. The Scrambler is a vehicle that is made to hold an egg and propel it an unknown distance. The vehicle is propelled by a 2 kg, falling mass. The team is very excited to participate at the state level and at MIT. This competition is open to only the top 20 schools in the state.

B-R's team consists of 35 regular members and will always welcome more students who would like to participate in it. The Science Olympiad is headed by Dr. David Chuckran, is coached by Mrs. Elizabeth Calef with the assistance of the Science Department.

Team members are: Tri-Captains- Jason Ohrenberger, Peter Riordan, Mark Ferris; Rebecca Treloar, Jen Cutting, Pia Roy, Karen Winger, Danielle Boudreau, Carli Sousa, Nicole Robbins, Marci Miranda, Katie Sanderson, Ian Dobbs, Brian Hughes, Eric Lee, Dave Lin, Ted Sargent, John Micozzi, Nick Potter, Jason Carozza, Lynn Fealy, Brian Peters, Nick Yafrate, Paul DiBenedetto, Greg Manos, Marci Mangleson, Garrett Kaye, Meghan Conroy, Karen Zakrewski, Caitlin Wynn and Katherine Keleheer.

1. John Dzialo and Eric Folmar test their scrambler.
2. Designing a ramp for Mission Possible are Alyssa Pacey, Kerin McKuskey, and Alyson Perron.
3. The Science Club gets together for a photo.
4. Team captains for the Science Olympiad are Jason Ohrenberger, Nicole Robbins, Carli Sousa, Ian Dobbs, and Brian Hughes.
5. An electronic flower dance for the Mission Possible project of Monica Patel, Amy Surbutis, Kristen Pickett, Matt Ozug, Taryn Grady, and Dave Anderson.
6. The Science Olympiad organizes a home meet.
7. Jason Ohrenberger and Ian Dobbs test their first place bridge.
8. A propulsion system is the basis of the Mission Possible project of Jeff Dimarzio and Eric Folmar.
9. The Science Bowl team and their advisor are ready for their meet.
10. With the help of Ms. Calef, the team of Tori Ciocezi, Derek Lennon, Matt Kowelski, and Brian Jaspon build their Mission Possible entry.
11. Adjusting the timing of their invention are the team of Patti Sylvia, Jana Weinste, Adrienne Peruzzi, Carolyn Ferreira, Jason Rabouin, Chris Hunt, Jen Silva, Nicole Robbins, and Karen Zakrewski.
12. Ms. Calef's 4th period Physics Class are proud of their prize winning scrambler.
The many Student Government Activities available at Bridgewater-Raynham afford the student a chance to participate in decision making that concerns the quality of their educational experience.

1. Emilia Dahlin and Jeff Dimarzio were selected for the Regional Student Advisory Council. This is a very high honor for both of them. The Council helps to pass laws that affect student life.

2. Alternate Craig Rourke and delegate Emilia Dahlin were elected for this year's State Student Government Day. They both will attend activities at the State House and participate in mock congressional hearings.

3. The B-R Student Advisory Board consists of Jason Ohrenberger, Jeff Gomes, Kimberly Lamson, Denise Barry and John Dzialo. This is an organization that gives teens a voice and a chance to speak out on issues concerning Bridgewater-Raynham students.

4. This year's Student Council is made up of Chuck Lopresti, Jeff Dimarzio, Jeff Gomes, John Dzialo, Emilia Dahlin, Kimberly Lamson, Marissa Torney, Mark Ferris, and Jason Ohrenberger. This group of students helped with the Teacher Appreciation Day as well as the Red Cross blood drive, which is held annually at B-R. The Student Council also organized a Toys For Tots Fundraiser during the holidays.
Peer Leadership is organized by and consists of selected students who exhibit exceptional leadership skills. The peer leaders go to various schools advising area youths about the dangers of drugs, alcohol, and peer pressure. Concerned about middle school students smoking, peer leaders planned a "sting operation" with the police to test the sale of cigarettes to minors. Many businesses were found to be in violation of the law. In addition, the organization has sponsored many events to aid the community and our school such as canned food drives, a clothing drive, holiday caroling in nearby nursing homes, and participation in the C.H.O.R.E.S. program.

1. Members of Peer leaders pose for a group picture.
2. Officer Jack Hobson and Mrs. Steeves hand out money to the peer leaders so they can buy cigarettes.
3. Several peer leaders plan their sting operation.
The Future Teachers of America, advised by Mr. Capen, represents a group of students willing to make a difference in our community. They have held numerous canned goods drives. The food they collected was donated to neighboring food banks. Aspiring to be teachers, they have helped out in various schools in the community. Although there are only a handful of members in FTA, the difference they make in the community is overwhelming.

1. Members of the Future Teachers of America pose for a group shot. (Back row: Christine Casey and Patricia Cady; Front row: Lisa Griffiths and Jenn Cabral.)
2. Along with their advisor, Mr. Capen, the members of FTA throw a smile our way.
3. Christine Casey and Jenn Cabral plan upcoming events.
4. Lisa Griffiths, Christine Casey, and Jenn Cabral discuss the food drives at different supermarkets.

The Photo Club meets after school to share information, improve skills and learn new techniques. Some students are involved with taking pictures for the school newspaper and the yearbook. The darkroom is available to develop film and to print photographs. In the Spring there is stiff competition to win a prize in the annual Photography Contest which is open to all students at Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School.

1. The Photography Club poses for a group picture.
2. Jamie Curtis develops her pictures.
3. Jamie enlarges a picture.
4. Jamie picks out a negative to develop.
The '94-'95 journalism class was a literary success. The year began with a basic introduction to writing skills. The class then applied these newfound skills to the yearbook and newspaper. Students pooled their talents to come up with text and captions for each section of the yearbook. In the end, the '95 yearbook was impressive. The newspaper staff successfully put out several issues. With Ms. McGuire teaching, the class learned many different aspects of the journalism profession.

1. Christine Casey works on the computer setting up the layout for the Regional Sound.
2. Andy Buck makes a few corrections while proofreading.
3. The Regional Sound staff: (1st row) A. Perry, Mrs. McGuire, A. Buck, D. Coyne; (2nd row) M. Brunner, K. Resmini, G. Schwenzfeier, C. Casey; (3rd row) J. Magnifico, H. Ward, J. Frykholm, and P. Hutchinson.
4. While brainstorming for the sports page, Nate Crossman, Jon Haglof, John McLaughlin, and Dan Ward get some great ideas.
5. Pat Hutchinson and Joe Monestere check the paste-up sheets for the Regional Sound.
1. Andy Buck and Pat Hutchinson demonstrate importance of co-operation in making a yearbook.

2. Grace Curley and Jen Magnifico team up to tackle a gymnastics page for the sports section.

3. Kerri Resmini handles the job of piecing together the Bridgewater-Raynham collage with ease.

4. Heather Ward led the way in typing nearly three-hundred Senior blurbs.

5. Students solicit yearbook contributions during parents night.

6. The Yearbook Staff takes time out to get a snapshot for the book.

7. Lisa Mason quickly learned the secret of writing catchy captions.

8. Sophomore Kaitlin Nadeau types captions into the computer.

9. Amidst the holiday excitement Mark Podzron continues with the task at hand.

10. Dan Ward and John McLaughlin always managed to keep things interesting while working on the yearbook.

For months many students have been dedicated to producing the 1995 Unitas yearbook. The basic page design was started last April, and pictures of the spring sports were scheduled. Over the summer Gretchen Schwenzfeier attended a three day yearbook conference in Northampton sponsored by Herff-Jones, the company that prints our book. After refining the page designs as a result of new ideas learned at the conference, we were off to a good start in September, 1994. The Senior Class picture was taken in the bleachers the second week of school, and deadline for the senior pictures, baby pictures, and messages was the beginning of October. Fundraising through selling sponsorships, ads, and selling yearbooks to make our payment schedule were exciting times. Students typed for many hours trying to decipher handwriting and adding punctuation so that messages would be cogent and coherent. This year over one-hundred and seventy pages had to be put together. Students often gave up study halls, free periods, lounge and time after school to meet deadlines. Students volunteer long hours to selecting pictures and writing captions and text. When proof pages came back they had to be reviewed in detail to make sure every word and name was correct. Finally in March the last page was finished. We could not wait until May to see the results of all our hard work!

12. Jon Haglof sorts through a bundle of pictures to be printed as part of the yearbook.
13. Gretchen Schwenzfeier worked hard all year designing the layouts for each and every yearbook page.
14. Christine Casey transfers text to the page layouts.
15. Nate Crossman was busy as editor of the theme pages.
16. As the advisors of the yearbook, Ms. McGuire and Ms. Burton must approve of each and every page before it is submitted to the yearbook.
17. Partners Jamie Lopes and Danielle Banks worked together to complete many important pages such as the Junior Prom and Special Moments.
OUR SUPPORTERS

The 1995 Unitas could not have been produced without the help of faculty, staff, family, friends and businesses. In addition to subsidizing publication, these contributors to the yearbook help in the purchase of needed computer equipment. Our grateful thanks to all of you who made this yearbook possible.

BENEFACTORS

Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Ames
Carol Burton
Mr. & Mrs. Everett Chadwick, Jr.
The Chase Family
Ms. Cheryl Farrington
Mr. & Mrs. Lamson
Diane McGuire
Linda & Robert McKinley
The Perron Family

PATRONS

Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Cardello
Ed & Kathy Carroll
The Chase Family
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Donnelly, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Francis Ferioli
The Gunville Family
Ann & John Harper
Dennis & Kathleen Magnifico
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Monestere, Jr.
SPONSORS

The Amaral Family
Lois & Ed Boyington
Dan & Linda Buckley
Mr. & Mrs. Phil Calef
Steven & Rhonda Cantelli
Skip & Chris Crossman
Mr. Jerry Cunniff
Bob & Jennifer Doyle
The Ferrari Family
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Fisher
Peter Kaye
Mr. & Mrs. Lake
Mr. & Mrs. Paul R. Lane
The Lomba Family
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Lorimer
The Maddock Family
The Ohrenbergers
The Paparazzos
Kathleen Swann
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Tarentino
Martie & Monte Velardi

FRIENDS

Three Anonymous Friends
Antiques, Etc., Auction Service
The Barnard Family
Mary Benigni
Ian & Jenn Burnham
Grace Burstein
Linda Buck
Gerard & Cindy Carney
Gayle Columbo
Mr. & Mrs. John Conlon
Ms. Linda Coulter
Blake & Jane Cruckshank
David & Susan Cyr
The Flaherty Family
Mark & Karen Frykholm
The Giovanonni Family
Paul & Gerry Govoni
Linwood & Sheryl Hudson
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Kelley
Dianna Lacerda
Paul LeClerc
Mr. & Mrs. Martin
Bob & Mary Ann McLaughlin
Roland & Jackie Moore
Sandria Pacy
Haresh Patel
Katelyn Petti
Dennis & Anne Princo
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Rice & Family
The Sargent Family
West Bridgewater Farm Stand
Congratulations To All The Graduates!
The Future Belongs To You.
Best Wishes,
Roche Bros. and Sudbury Farms
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Doug and Nadine Bradshaw and Associates
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GAS PIPING
BOILERS

Steve Tracy
Plumbing and Heating
Lic. No. - 022030

Phone

508 - 823 - 6008

OIL SERVICE

CROWLEY HEATING & COOLING
Complete Heating & Air Conditioning Installation

Leo Crowley
Bridgewater

508-697-3475

1-800-326-5226 (508) 880-5226

HERRMANN INSURANCE AGENCY
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RAYNHAM, MA 02767
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Member FDIC/DIF

Bridgewater Savings Bank
Neighbor-To-Neighbor Banking

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR FINANCIAL NEEDS.
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Trust Services
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Certificates of deposit
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Student Loans
IRAs
Mortgages

1-800-356-8622

6 Main Street, Lakeville
14 Main Street, Bridgewater

Middleboro Rotary, Middleboro
120 W. Center Street, West Bridgewater
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Travel by the Traveler

FRED FURTADO
OWNER

47 BROAD STREET
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02534

(508) 697-1475

The Estabrooks Family Has Owned And Operated
This Non-Alcoholic Family Restaurant
For Over 30 years.

CONGRATULATIONS
MISSI & CHRISY!

GET THE CLASSICAL ADVANTAGE

WCRB 102.5 FM
CLASSICAL RADIO BOSTON

FUEL OIL
DIESEL FUEL
24 HR BURNER SERVICE

Box 315, Easton, MA

(508) 584-6989 (508) 238-9590

The Estabrooks Family
AAA APPROVED
ACCEPTING VISA & MC
ICE CREAM AVAILABLE YEAR ROUND
FUNCTION ROOM
99 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ROUTE 28
WEST BRIDGEWATER, MA
(508) 588-2010

Hours:
Monday - Saturday 6:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Sundays & Holidays 6:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
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Congratulations Class of 95!

E. W. Grennon & Son, Inc.
42 Tosca Drive
Stoughton, MA 02072

(617) 344-5037 (617) 344-5017

George Hutchinson
RE/MAX
REALTOR®

1256 Park St. Rte. 27
Stoughton, Massachusetts 02072
Office: (617) 341-8100 (508) 580-4555
Residence: (508) 697-7127 Fax: (508) 341-8130

Each Office Independently Owned and Operated
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